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Memorandum
i
GO\"ERNMENT

DIRECTOR, FBI

8AC, CHICAGO

O
ELIJAH POOLE, aka
£M - NOI
BUFILE 105-24822
CG PILE 157-5366
00: CHICAGO

CALREP fC r . -tWt- ~

BUFILE 100-469601
SAN DIEGO FILE 100-16200 n rTf
CG FILE 100-51867 yj\»-

00: SAN DIEGO

IfIDEM
BUFILE 100-469601
MIAMI FILE 80-1353
CG FILE 100-52441
OO: MIAMI

ReBulet to Albany dated 4/4/72

jmtb: Apr 87, ^972

MIDEM"

Enclosed for the Bureau, San Diego and Miami are
8, 4 and 4 copies of a letterhead memorandum (LHM) re-
lating to the possible attendance of ELIJAH MUHAMMAD
at the Republican National Convention in San Diego aad
the Democratic National Convention in Miami.

The LHM is being classified confidential to control
unauthorized dissemination of its contents to other than
the specific agency designated for its receipt, vhich is
solely of an intelligence nature and if disclosed to un-
authorized sources, could cause embarrassment to the
Bureau and possibly affec^ the internal security of the
nation.

Bureau (Enc
. J *s 3 - San Diego (Enc

A + 3 ~ Miami (Enc. 4)(RM)
* * - 3 - Chicago

Enc. 4) CRM) —

1 - 157-5366 ^
1 - 100-51867 Copy to^laVl.^^-—-.

t^ 100-52441 b/ router idwu

MAY 1 1972



-Ji STATES DEPARTMENT Wj

^vQ§Tg5& FEDcilAL BVKEAU OF INVESTIGATION -V

W Chicago, Illinois 60604A
t£&* April^ 1972 W

100-51867
100-52441

ELIJAH POOLE ^ -

Elijah Poole, commonly known as Elijah "
»- «

,

Muhammad, is leader of the Nation of Isles <»0I)
•'

which has headquarters at Muhammad's Mosque 3,5335
South Greenwood Avenue,Chicago, Illinois.

The NOI has as its purpose separation of the
black nan from the devil (white race) through establishment
of a black nation. Members of the NOI are forbidden to carry
weapons, although some members reportedly do so, but they
are taught to defend themselves at all costs and to disarm
all attackers and use the weapon on them. The NOI in recent
months has been torn with internal dissension and tbe above
rules have apparently been adhered to.

There is no evidence Elijah Muhammad will attend
either the Republican National Convention in San Diego,
California, or the Democratic National Convention in
Miami,Florida, but he is a man of moods and could change
his mind at any time.

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the FBI . It is the property of the FBI
and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not
to a> distributed outside your agency.
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Sex Male Occupation Leader cf KOI
Race Black Marital status Married
DOB 10/7/97 Fingerprint Classification
POB Sandersville,Georgia 15 M 1 R 000 SO
Residence 4847 South Woodlawn mTu 010

Chicago, Illinois FBI Number 275&020
Height 5»6M

Weight 130 SSN 029-07-1423
Hair Black, graying, receding
Eyes Brown
Complexion Light Brown



DATS £
Trcr/sit the ieilewing in _

©©... - Q Cj

(Type * ploimlcxi or eodtl

Via A.AI3TEL

TO • ACTING DIRECTOR, FBI (25-330971)

FROM : SAC, CHICAGO (157-5375)

SUBJ2CT: NATION OF ISLAM

Re Chicago Teletypes to Director, S/8
3uairtel to SAC's Chicago, New York, St. Louis dated
9/6/72 -'tied "LIBYAN DELEGATION TO FEDERATION OF ISLAMIC
ORGANISATIONS CONVENTION in New York, IS-LIBYA"; Bulet
to Chicago dated 9/12/72 titled "JOHN WILLIAM SIMMONS, JR.,
aka, JohaAli, EM-NOI; Nation of Islam, EM-NOI".

<Encls#0) '<RM^
- LIBYAN DELEGATION TO FEDERATION OF ISLAMIC

ORGANIZATIONS CONVENTION in New York, IS-EIBYA
1- 105-24S51 RAYMOND SHARRIEFF
1- 105-54773 KSRBER^MUHAMMAD

'

V- 105-24322 ELIJA^MOKAMMAD
1- 105-33561 J0K>! ALI
1- '100-436351 CASSIUS CLAY

1- Newark 157- CASSIUS CLAY (End. 1) (INFO) (RM)
2- Rev York 157-5139 (Ends. 2) (INFO) (RM)

1- 157- tIBYAN DELEGATION TO FEDERATION OF ISLAMIC *

ORGANIZATIONS in New York, IS-LIBYA . . -

2- St. Louis 157-4461 (Ends. 2) (INFO) (RM)
1- 157- LIBYAN DELEGATION TO FEDERATION OF ISLAMIC

ORGANIZATIONS CONVENTION IN NEW YORK, IS-BTBSA
2- Washington Field 157-2955 (Ends. 2) (INFO) (RM) «
~ 1-157- LIBYAN DELEGATION TO FEDERATION OF ISLAMIC

ORGANIZATIONS CONVENTION IN NEW YORK, IS-LIBYA

flHpeg LO NOT RECORDED9
^Jt?2?L_

Approved
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Transmit the following in '
^

ITjpe <« plmnteaim eedm)

Via. AIRTEL

TO ACTING DIRECTOR, FBI (25-330971) .. ,

FROM : SAC, CHICAGO (157-5375)

SUBJECT: NATION OF ISLAM
eh-noi ,v,- .

Re Chicago airtel to Director, carbon copies
to Newark, New York, St. Louis, and WFO, dated 9/19/72. \

Enclosed for the Bureau, New York, Philadelphia,
and WFO are 13, 2,. 2, and 2 copies respectively of a , .

'

.

Letterhead Memorandum (LHM) (jrelat ing to support, both
financial and vocal, given to the Nation of Islam (NOI)
by the Nation of Abu'Dabhi; by Libya; by the Nation of
Qatar; and by the International Youth Organization for
Africa in Lagos, Nigeriag

fg\ J O S~ Wfyg^ggSSS*
Cv * KOV 31**

Bureau (Enc
- 1 - 105-

1 - 105-24822
1 - 105-33561
WFO (157-2955)
1 - 105-

4 .-

13) (RM) - * —
* (Libyan Delegation to Federation of

Islamic. Organizations Convention in NY)
(ELIJAlMtUHAMMAD) > ..;..Co

:

•,

(En^2)(lnfo.)(RM) CARBON WFt
(Libyan Delegation to Federation of
Islamic Organisations Convention in NY),

Wew York (157-5139) (Enc." 2) (Info.) (RM) ~;

1 - 105- (Libyan Delegation to Federation of
Islamic Organizations Convention in NY)

Philadelphia (157-4700) (Enc. 2) (RM) :
x ^..v^- •

1 - 105- (Libyan Delegation to Federation of
Islamic Organizations Convention In NY)

Chicago
""

1 - 105- (Libyan Delegation to Federation of Islamic
Organizations Convention in NY)

1 - 157-5366 (ELIJAH MUHAMMAD) 1 - 157-5381 (JOHN ALT)



Transmit tb» following In

y<P A IHTSL

SAC, CHICAGO (157-5375)

NATION OF XSIAlf
EM - HOI HFREi^ 13 UHGLASSlFiED

Enclosed for the Bureau are eleven (11)
copies of a Letterhead Memorandum relating to the
Xation of Islam!

The LH2J is classified Confidential ac
disclosure of information therein could cause damage to :

the National Security, and disclose Intelligence sources
or methods.

ETCLOSlCasy

(s/- Bureau (End . 11) (R10 /O
1 - 105-24322 (ELIJAH WHAUMAD)

(RAYMOND SHARRIEFF)
(CLARENCE BYRD)

1 - 105-24951
~ 1 - 100-447245

4 - Chicago
1 - 157-5366
1 - 157-53G7

_ 1 - 157-5384

(ELIJAH MUHAIDAD)
(RAYMOND SHARRIEFF)
(CLARENCE BYRD)

4*7t ' NOT RrcOPDED rf
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Pagete) withheld entirely at this location in the file. One or more of the following statements, where

indicated, explain this deletion.

00 Deleted under exemption^) 62- S?C with no eegregable

material available for release to you.

O Infbimation pertained only to a third party with no reference to you or the subject of your request

Information pertained only to a third party. Your name is listed in the title only.

Documents) originating with the following government agency(ies)

, was/were forwarded to them for direct response to you.

Page(s) referred for consultation to the following government agencyties); .

be advieed of availability upon return of the material to the FBI.

Page(s) withheld for the following reason(s):

. as the information originated with them. You will

D For your information:

O The following number is to be used for reference regarding these pages:

XXXXXX
xxxxxx
xxxxxx

DELETED PAGECS) 1

|NO DUPLICATION FEE 1
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ED STATES DEPARTMENT OP9K&TICE

FEDE1AL BUREAU Of INVESTIGATION

219 South Dearborn 6treet
Chicago, Illinois 60604 "*mk;

November 7, 1972 pfMTWDilTTTWh m;

NATION OF ISIAM

NATION OF ISIAM

^'H/V The.Nation of Islam is an all-black
<j™^*ionwide organization headquartered at

-**- V. A uahar.imad ,s Temple 2, 7351 South Stony Island
/Avenue, Chicago, Illinois, under the guidance

' of Elijah Muhammad, self-styled "Meppenger of
Allah" and only divinely appointed leader of
the black race in the United States. Its
purpose is separation of the black man from
the "devil" (white race) through establishment
of a black nation. Followers are instructed to
obey the laws of the land if they do not conflict
with NOI laws and not to carry weapons but are .

fi*<«~p
*****

OUIU'IUJUU JL1AL

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions
of the FBI . It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency; it and its contents Are not to be distributed
outfiidc your agency, nor duplicated within your agency, y. >p:

KCLOSUHI /



^- ' FEDERAl(^r^EAU OF INV^T'faATION

'«ci»ontin« ernes A
] orricc or omisin oat* ntvutuiativc »ftM»» > *" * —

^

CHICAGO
TITLE OF CASE

ELIJAH

CHICAGO

CVUTMtTIVC 9

IfVim
1 3/15 - 7/5/72

J^POOLE, aka

JFPROFRIATI
IKDriSIt> OFFICES

ADVISED P'f RC-UTIE8

SLIP(S) 0?_
DATE

REFERENCE: Report o/ SA1

EH-NOI
(KEY BLACK EXTREMIST)

Illinois.

&1C
pated 3/22/72, at Chicago,

CHICAGO

AT CHICAGO, ILLINOIS, Will continue to follow the activities
of the subject ana report pertinent developments, ^^f^

^

A/A

aphimstmtite ™Sj$j^¥'

Attached are two copies of FD-376.

comvie *ure.

ACCOMPUSHMgWTS CLAIMED Z2 WOME

ureau (105-

!

Ricevioitt
»INMMa OVKN ONE VCMt «! f~ltia
»iNBNt pmomkcution

©¥*« M X WOMTMt QtoQh*
S#KCt*k AttNT

00 MOT WRITE M SPACES StLOW

COMMII
Bureau (105-24822) (RM)

* - Phoenix (105-5593) (Info.) (RM)
1 - U.S. Secret Service,Chicago

(via courier)
1 - Chicago (157-5366) ^J;,;;

' fe /tep^-



A copy of this report is being furnished the
United States Secret Service, Chicago, in accordance with
the agreement between the Federal Bureau of Investigation
(FBI) and that agency relating to protection of the
President of the United States.

A copy of this report is being furnished
Phoenix for Information as subject maintains a residence
In that city.

Referenced report sets forth pertinent contents
of an article titled, "The Text of Muhammad's Speech
•The Birth of the Redeemer* " which appeared in "Muhammad
Speaks" , 3/10/72, page 16. The article was described
as containing highlights of Messenger MUHAMMAD*e address
at the Annual Muslim C onvention (XfcC) 2/26/72. Since
referenced report, the following confidential Informants
and other media substantiated what appeared In the above
article:

2/28/72 page three

As referenced report fully covered statements made by
MUHAMMAD at the A1C, 2/26/72 ^instantiating reports by the
above are not being restated in this report.

. B -
COVER PAGE
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For your information:

Thefollowing number is to be used for reference regarding these pages:
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IP40S (Rev. >*-72)

%isSeluL Q5 Subject's name it 5cluded in the ADEX., Category

2. 25 The data appealing »n die ADEX Card are current.

S. Changes on theADEX Card are necessary and Form FD-122 submitted to the

4. (X A suitable photograph 3 is CJ* not available.

Date photograph was taken

5. 9ubject is emplaned in a key facility and _

security responsibility. Interested agencies are .

.1* charged with

_

is considered to be am (&«
organization which has the potential to stir up internal strife •

within the United States, and therefore, could endanger the
internal security of the United States.

7. Q Subject previously interviewed (dates) ...
jQ Subject was not 35 interviewed [3 feint"viewed because (state reason) he is leader

of the HOI

8. O This case no longer meets theADEX criteria and a letter has been directed to the Batrean

recommending cancellation.

9. |3 This case has been reevaluated in the light of the ADEX criteria and it centimes to fall

within the criteria of Category marked above because (state reason)

Be is leader of the KOI.

10. [X This case has been reevaluated in the light of theADEX criteria and it should be tabbed

.Category CE1 OH CU1 QIV because (state reason) he is leader of the MOI.

11. 05 Security Flash Notice (FD-165) to Identification Division:

Submitted lM2/7^ — Placed JXJYes £3N© %

12. Subject is Extremist in Category I of ADEX and Stop Notice has been placed with the tf
Bureau Stop Index. jv

COYER PAGE C^^^HTIAL
„
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FIV376 <Rev. 54-72)

fWJfe 157-5366

UiPTED STATES DEPARTMENT OF
FEDEHAL ftUKEAC OF INVESTIGATION

WAIBIHCTOK.O.C *#SIS
July 18, 1972

>
TICE

RE: ELIJAH POOLS

Bureau file 105-24822
Director •" •' - <.

United States Secret Service -
Department of the Treasury

Washington, D. C. 20220

Dear Sir: '

"

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual or organization believed

to be covered by the agreement between the FBI and Secret Service concerning protective

responsibilities, and to fall within the category or categories checked.

\. Threats or actions against persons protected by Secret Service.

2. Attempts or threats to redreBs grievances.

$. Threatening or abusive statement about V. S. or foreign official.

4. Participation in civil disturbances, anti-U. S. demonstrations or hostile

incidents against foreign diplomatic establishments.

5. Illegal bombing, bomb-making or other terrorist activity.

6. Defector from TJ. S. or indicates desire to defect.

7- OS Potestially dangerous because of background, emotional instability or

activity in groups engaged in activities inimical to U. S.

Photograph QB has been furnished enclosed is not available.

Very tarfyVours, /O

L. Patrick Gray, litk Gray,

Acting Director

1 - Special Agent in Charge (Enclosure^))

U. S. Secret Service

Enclosure's) Wpon removal of claMiifitd melomt, 9 my, thit trantmixutl farm
fcccomet UNCLASSFIBDJ



iTATES DEPARTMENT«%.;>
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATE

toft

ten

Fl*M Offic* FM» f

i

1 - Volted States Secret Service, Chicago

7/18/72

157-5366

ELIJAH POOLE

CHICAGO

Fii« * 105-24822

HATS
~~

EXTREMIST MATTER - NATION OF XSL

ELIJAH POOLS, commonly known as ELIJAH MTTHAMKAX), resides 4647
South toodlawn Arenae, Chicago, Illinois. Be Is leader of
the VOX claiming to be the Heasenger of Allah and only divinely
appointed leader of the black mm la Hoxth America. He formulates
mil teachings, policies, and programs andfl^^^H^^HBjBje^aw^v
in the HOI. MUHAMMAD'S teachings stress tEewfiTteman^eTBe^ VSA
devil, separation of black mad white races, economic independence
for the black man. rf»«trurti™ ef the white man " — '

EjwlUUUa HU1U AutumUAc

to*
prcparl? of lk» FBI «aJ to loan** to

i. uaunmlnt wumino omc« iw o • »"-*•»







OG 157-5366

The "Chicago Sun Times", March 26, 1972, Four Star
Final, Section 2, page three, sets forth an article entitled,
"ELIJAH MUHAMMAD-Bl ack Paradox" by MERV BLOCK. The
article reflects BLOCK recently interviewed MUHAMMAD at his
Chicago home. The article, in part, reflects:

... Although FARD disappeared about 1934, MUHAMMAD
asserts that FARD speaks to him from time to time and even
appeared to him in a vision a few years ago. Is it really
JARD's voice?

Definitely, replied the 74 year old MUHAMMAD. .

.

He said he recognizes FARD's voice because he spent
"three years and near four months .with him... He's very much
alive. He will be alive probably for 400 years yet."

An hour later, when MUHAMMAD was requested to
pose for a photo beside a portrait of FARD, MUHAMMAD
declined, saying that if he were to do so, it might
seem that he was trying "to make myself be some kind
of a equal..."

Q. Who is next in line to became Messenger?

A. Well, that is up to Allah. I can't answer
no such question...

The "Chicago Sun Times" is a daily newspaper
published in Chicago, Illinois.

VMuhammad Speaks" (MS), June 30, 1972, page S-7
of an insert sets forth an article titled "The Time is Now!",
self-described as highlights of an address by ELIJAH MUHAMMAD
at MT 2 on June 18, 1972. It reflects:

..."God said that he would raise one from the dead
to teach the others from the dead - well this is him standing
up-here. I am your brother and the best brother you have!"*..
"Then the Saviour said to me, 'Brother, are you with me to
put our people on top oi civilization? If you go and teach
them I will back you up. I have been persecuted for many
years, but I'm still here,* "...



"Muhammad Speaks" is self-described as published ,

weekly by IT 2 in Chicago. f V
v' u

Teachings

The "Chicago Sun Times", Four Star Final, March
26, 1972 , Section 2, page three, sets forth an article
titled "ELIJAH MUHAMMAD - Black Paradox" by KERV BLOCK.
The article reflects BLOCK recently interviewed MUHAMMAD
in his Chicago home. The article, in part, reflects:

c'

...Q. Do you really think white people are devils?

' A. I don't think it... I know it...

Q. Some Muslims, or former Muslims wonder why
you employ so many white people.

A. Because I can get along with both, and the
white people know their country, know their government,
know their buildings, their material. And if my people
would build those houses over there, they would have to
buy the material from...white people...



CO 157-5366

MS, April 28, 1972, page 16, sets fcrth an article
titled "The Judgment Hears :*by ELIJAH MUHAMMAD. Be wrote:

Everywhere that we look, and everytting that we can
think about, marks the end of this world. There never was a
tine in the history of the United States of America, that the
President goes out to try to visit the heads of all of the
nations that seem to be somewhat bis equal!

Re Is like a criminal who has committed a crime and
hopes for mercy from those whom he has committed the crime a-
gainst! We cannot escape our doom when it comes, teaches the
Holy Qur'an, and the Bible.

They showed no mercy at all to the Black slave.
They treated the Black slave the worse that any human being
has every been treated. They continue to do so, in the face
of Divine Judgment...



CG 157-5366

S~f
MS, May 26, 1972, page 16, sets forth an article *>g

titled "The Cruel Days of the Lord!" by ELIJAH MUHAMMAD.
He wrote:

What causes these Days to be cruel when OOD Hlaself
is a righteous GOD?

What now nakes His coning to be a cruel cosing?

It is because He is the righteous GOD, and He is
the owner of the earth. And the previous substitute (white
race), that the earth was let-out to, to rule the Original
Black People for a tine of 6,000 years, In that tine they
(white race) robbed GOD of the worship of His people, the
Original Black People.

They (white race) refused to let the people worship
ALLAH (GOD). Because of the tine that was left to then, in-
stead, they nade all the people, whoa they could make, .to
worship then (white race) as being the owners of the earth!

This angered the real owner! The real owner, being
angry over how the non-owner had treated the Original Black
People of the earth, and how they (white race) had deceived
the Original Black People, in the knowledge of the real GOD and
Owner...

So, the GOD, being good Hinself, by nature—He is
angry to find His house torn and His people mistreated—and
no one of the house offered his people any mercy—so Justice,
•ays ISAIAH, "Justice standeth afar off Freedom, justice
and equality is something that they (Black People) have not
known.



So, the Master, the owner of the house (earth)
is angry. He threatens to destroy those who vers given
rights to rule, for a tine!

Their tine is up, so saystbe LORD, and their tiae
has been up for a long tiae, but they were given a little
over-time—and in the little over-tiae that was given to thea,
they have not aade themselves any better, they have becoae
worse!

So, it is written that 'they are disagreeable to
live with in peace,' which shows that regardless to how
auch over-tiae is given to thea, that does not change their
nature, which is to do evil, continually, against the righteous.

But, now, behold, His days have cone—the days when
He shall rule, Hiaself , and He shall deliver His black people
froa such evil rule of the wicked!



o %0
CG 157-5366

MS, June 9, 1972, page 8*14 of an Insert seta
forth an article titled "Highlights of MUHAMMAD'* Addreaa
at Opening of New Temple Xo. 2" (May 28, 1972). MUHAMMAD
spoke as follows

:

...We are people—the Black Man—Is the first in
the Sun, We are the Bakers of the Sun. It was the Black
Man. I do not say this Meaning I was there. Mo, there Is
no man who has the birth of the GOD. We can only start
where He started, out we cannot go before and show you what
He aade Himself out of, but we know one thing, He Bade Hia-
self in the dark, and He cane out of a Black tan... (applause).

Therefore, creating Himself in the dark—in triple
darkness—He Bade all of us to be born the sane; Bade of the
same material (darkness). Every living life that we find,
He forced it to be created in triple darkness. We being the
first that was created in triple darkness, we were Bade to
hate our ownselves by a Ban whoa we aade. But, his day is
over. There is no such thing as that people having anymore
time—-only that time which it takes to get you separated.

We thank ALLAH for bringing to us, the truth of
self. Think over it, for four hundred years (400 years),
you are walking around, trying to be your slave master sad
act like him, look like him. All to be brought out in the
light of truth today, that you are the Original father of
creation and that we made the white man. Hot that the white
aan was created with us—no! J We aade him! I And, we can
continue to Bake white folks, if we wanted to.,.

- 8 -



CG 157-5366

We are building something like about two million
or more dollars there around the building I live in now.
We are building, laying the foundation in Phoenix, Arizona,
for about two million dollars worth of building out there.

We are building fins in the South that are cost-
ing us around ten million dollars when we get through with
them.

This is what we are doing: We hare plans to build,
on the East side of Cottage Grove, here in this city, some-
thing about ten - between fifteen, I should say, and twenty
million dollars, on the East side of it from 78th to 87tb
on the East side.

We want to make the Southa ide (the Southside of
Chicago) for Black people. You have heard leaders get up and
put a beautiful picture before you and you never see the
reality of the photograph. But what we say, it is bond. X
do not tell you something to make you feel happy over a dream
because ninety per cent (90%) of dreams are sot true.

But, in Chicago, on the Southside, our plan is to
build up for you to master. We do not think that the South-
side of Chicago should be mastered by foreigners. I, ELIJAH
MUHAMMAD, the Messenger of ALLAH, a living GOD, intend by this
time, another year, for you to own the East side of Cottage
Grove from 78th to 87th Street, This is our aim.

We have to build a new world. As you noticed while
the Minister was praying, I bad not my face turned towards
the East, for the sunlight of truth is not to cose from the
East, today! It is to cose from the West! And since GOD,
Almighty, in the person of Master FARD MUHAMMAD, has made me
the first to rise from you, I must turn you on a light coming
from here—from the West. No more shall we turn our face to
the Bast, looking for light from the East, for the Sun of Light
has risen in the West !!!... (thundering applause; standing ovation).



is -- .
• • <j U
OC 157-S366

o

We vut to build the SouthsId* of Chicago. We
want the Black Man, then, to conaand it. We vast to rale
it ourselves. If a Million Black people on the Southslde
cannot rule that place you need to drop then in the lake!!
If you folio* me, you will rule...

We mat rule. We are tired of boins ruled. We
Must rule. You are afraid of self. I do not blase you be-
cause you are not true to each other. ..

...This war is not a war of peace. This war is
to destroy those who delight thenselwes in war. Ibis is
not a war to linger you around for aany years, to hare you
way In—no; this is a war to destroy one or the other...

'-\. ii.il Is
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The above was substantiated in an article ^^^^
entitled, "2,000 Cheer-Muslims Cpen Temple No.2" which 5-?%:- :

appeared in the "Chicago Defender", May 30, 1972, page two. "

The "Chicago Defender" is a daily newspaper fiCI*^
v''

published in Chicago which is oriented to the
black community.

MS, June 2, 1972, page 16, sets forth as article
titled "When Ye Shall See All These Things" by ELIJAH MUHAMMAD.
He wrote:

• ..Strange happenings—the prophecies of JSSUS said
that parents will be against children, and children will be
against parents. Do you not see these things fulfilling today,
right in our eyes?

Not only are parents against children and children
against parents, but parents are murdering their children
and children are murdering their parents!

In some families, the parents kill the children and
then commit suicide themselves! This is going on, today, in the
old U.S.A., where the gospel of JSSUS is preached every hour of
the day / somewhere in the land!
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In this time, in which we are now living, there
is no respect for dignity—the President leaving the country
to travel alar, to meet with the rulers of foreign countries
to discuss the strange things that are happening, and the
strange things that will happen, between the nations.

The beautiful and rich country of America, to which
any people of Europe and Asla .migrated, seeking refuge—-In
this country, as the prophecy is now coning into fulfillment,
("•••in that day and time, everyone will go to their own
people.**) they will begin to go away from America, instead
of coming to America!...

America's trade Is cut off and all of her delicious
and delicate things that she used to have in trade—It is all
gone! Zn one hour (one day) it came to pass, here in the
western hemispheres

The most wicked people who ever lived on the earth
are in the western hemisphere, as the Bible teaches us that
GOD said, that to Him this is like Sodom and Gomorrah...

Day and night, up and down the streets, people are
killing, murdering each other! We do not know very much about
what is going on in Europe, but we do see it right here in
this city of Chicago, Illinois: The radio and the television
announces to the public that murdering and killing is taking
place, continually,

WHEN YE SHALL SEE ALL THESE THIHGS*

Today, there is great disrespect of one another!
Mother and her daughter are walking the streets in shame to
the public of decent and decent-minded people! They are
throwing their clothes aside from their bodies, trying to
keep nothing covered, but their shame! And some barely cover
their shame! ...
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My black people, X way fir to ALLAH (OCD) for
refuge, and cone, follow me. X may look weak, but, through
me, you will find refuge In ALLAH.

MS, June 16, 1972, page 15, sets forth an article
entitled, "The Theology of Time", self-described as
highlights of an address given by ELIJAH MUHAMMAD at MT-2
on June 4,(1972). It reflects:

... On this board you have two flags, Messenger
MUHAMMAD pointed out, one of America, the other of Islam.
In America' 6 flag you 6ee the sign they use for their
religion (the cross). In America you have red, white, and
blue. In Islam you have only red and white.

In between (the two signs) you have these words,
•Whiee One Will Survive The War Of Armegeddon?'

What is the Armegeddon war..? A war where truth clashes
with falsehood and falsehood clashes with truth, he answered.

MESSENGER MUHAMMD then explained the Eed in the
Flag of Islam. Stating that it represented Truth, Light and
Fire. He pointed out that its main representation was the
sun and the sun is nothing but a red ball of fire that <

galaxy with nine planets in it, he said.

Then he turned to the other flag, the devil's
flag of falsehood.

You see stripes of red —
you -see a blue here full of stars,
he asked.

you see stripes of white then
What does that mean, ELIJAH?

It means — white here represents the white people,
Blue represents untruth...



to
God wants to deliver you to me — first he breaks

the power of them — (America) to trade. Never have, you
J

seen a leader going to and fro like NIXON now. America has :

everything, but knows that other nations have guns trained ;

on (America). And they (the other nations) have the ^
Mahdi (God) with them... "

;
•-

*

VV*i
MS, June 30, 1972, page S-7 of an insert sets

forth an article titled, "The Time is Now I", self-described
as highlights of an address given by ELIJAH UUHAMUAD at MT 2
on June 18, 1972. It reflects:

•••This zero (0) represents nothing. Now I want
you to put a zero on the other end. Now zero - and - zero
that still is nothing. The end is nothing and the beginning
is nothing...

If we have zero here and we go to zero, we find
nothing. Back here (referring to first zero) represents you
and me. We were nothing until Allah Came and He Came and
stood next to us and made us ten-fold. He is the One (1)
God, and he put himself beside nothing (0) and made us
something, that is looked upon today and respected. The
One (1) God wants to bring us into the knowledge of self.

WHY MAKE ZERO ROUND?

Why did he make a zero (0) round? Because he
knew that the universe was round, this was before the
first man was made. It was a zero (0). He is the Creator,
Himself, 'and He made Himself in a circle so that the wisdom
of Himself — the Creation, could go on and on, and give knowledge
and wisdom to you and me. Each zero increases the (1) One
ten - times more, which means the more you add to the (1) One
God, the more you become something. We started from nothing (0)
and God created Himself from doth ing.

This does not mean He is forever. There is One
every 25,000 years — a new God. Their wisdom always runs
25,000 years and then they will change, bring in another.
Every 25,000 years another God comes into being...
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JESUS was do dumbbell. Ee graduated at Al-Azhar.
When he graduated at Al-Azhar in Cairo, Egypt, he walked fron r '

^

Cairo to Israel 2,000 years ahead of Israel's time. JESUS >
was ahead of himself. I'm a little behind tine... • |; ^

The wise theologians of the white man know that - -

the white man's ti»ae was up in 1914. Why are we not ruling
you may ask. Because you are yet asleep — my job is to wake you
up. We are the ones to rule. Accept your own means to accept
the rule. You are suppose to have rulership now...

I guess you wonder why we call the white man the
devil. Six thousand years ago the god of the white man said
he could make a nan to rule for six thousand years. He was playing
with steel. They still play with steel today — turn steel
into weapons to kill you and we...

One day they will be separating you. A man will be
on each corner. They will ask you what side are you on. If you
say you are on America's side they will tell you where to stand.

If you say you're on Allah's side and you are with
the Muslims, they will tell you where to stand. Stand over
here, come with ne. They will separate the sheep from the goats.

You may say when will this day be. No man knows
the dajr or the hour. I don't say they are a million years
Xrom the destruction. I say to you this world is no more!

" Accord ing to the Arab calendar it won't go ten
more years. We are not very lar iron the end. We are
at the end oi this world.

We know thr.t his time is up. If he has been destroyed
on the date oi the end oi his rule, we would have been destroyed on
the date oi the end of his rule, we would have been destroyed too
because we did not know the truth — we were not ready...

- 15 -
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V. Violence - Factionalism

The "Chicago Sun Times, Four Star Final, March Saf&-*c
26, 1972, Section two, page three, sets forth an article *^

titled, "ELIJAH MUHAMMAD - Black Paradox" by MEHV BLOCK, jf* T

The article reflects BLOCK recently interviewed MUHAMMAD -"•-<

in his Chicago home. It rellects, in part, as follows:

. ..Q. What is behind these shootings in
Baton Rouge where three blacks and two deputies were
shot in a disturbance police said involved Muslims?

A. I wasn't there and I don't know really know
how it began... Christians have been shooting Christians
all my life... so I don't see why this should be anything
of news.. .that the Muslims shot someone or someone shot Muslims.

On January 10, 1972, a group of dissident followers
of ELIJAH MUHAMMAD were involved in a confrontation
with law enforcement officials of Baton Rouge,
Louisiana, rive persona were killed and numer
persona were injured.

VI. Finances







"Muhammad Speaks
forth an article entitled,
MUHAMMAD. He wrote:

April 28, 1972, page 16, sets
'The Judgment Nearsl" by ELIJAH

...I have been begging for help to borrow money saying
that we would give the extreme interest. NO one came to our aid, yet.
The white man has tried to prevent everyone~who would give us i«
little help.

SO, Allah (God) Came to Help us from ourselves. Bay
Allah (God)~Bless us to do His Will and Bless us to Please Him,
for Allah (God) Is the Only Help that we Have.

f I do not care what interest we offered, no one
wanted to loan us. They know that we are well worth the loan,
but they do not want us to be helped. They figure we are going
too fast as it is:...
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The "Chicago Sun Times" Jour Star Final, May "

1972, page 52, reflects ELIJAH MUHAMMAD uade a two
lion dollars down payment recently on Saints Constant 1

\ | and Helen Greek Orthodox Church at 74th and Stony Island
M (Chicago) and takes possession on June 5 (1972). ^

"Muhammad Speaks", June 9, 1972, page 16, set forth
an article entitled, "Forty Tears Striving For a Better Place
To Worship, Allah (Cod)" by ELIJAH MUHAMMAD. He wrote:

/ We thank the Greeks, headed by their President, Mr.
PIERRE DEMETSj who did us the favor to get his people to agree
wlth^him, to sell us this nighty fine church.

I thank Mr. Denets and I hope that all of ay Black
People, and his people are satisfied in giving us a chance
to purchase this mighty fine church.

For quite a while, which ran into years, Mr. Demets
and I have discussed the possibility of our owning this church*
You will say, "0 you gave too much for the church".

That is right, but regardless to the cost, we have
a church which spells out to the world a .» nighty fine place
for us to worship Allah (God) in. And we invite all of our
Black People to come.

<

We have about $1,000,000 worth of work to do on the
Temple, in time. One day you will pass by our Temple on
74th Street and South Stony Island Avenue, Chicago, Illinois,
and see that we should not regret the price, but be happy that
we have come out of the alley and gotten out in the public,
on a very public thoroughfare.

"Muhammad Speaks", June 9, 1972, page S 14 of
Insert sets forth an article entitled, "Highlights of
Muhammad's Address at Opening of New Temple No. 2" (5/28/72)
ELIJAH MUHAMMAD spoke as follows:

All the wealth in America, stored up down in the
banks of the enemy; holding your money for him to spend.
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Tbat three million dollars nearly had to cose all the way
(from) on the other side of the Atlantic. Our people over
there, whom you do not know; out of tie Muslim's pocket*
They pulled out the money out of their pocket to pay for this
House for you and me to worship in.' Tou wondered "Does he
have any friends?" This is what He Promised me: money, good
homes, and friendship in all walk of life.

Black brother, go down in the loop and tell your
white "brother", your white masters, to give you three million
dollars for a house. Tou will never get it. He will promise you
until Gabriel blows his trumpet! He is afraid of you, to let you
h ave his money by the millions because be reared you. He
knows that he will steal and rob and anybody tbat he rears and
teaches, they will be his brothers to do the same thing, therefore
he will not trust you but he makes you promise, but he is not
going to trust you with his money!7

. He would not trust us, not
because Jbe thinks that we were dishonest but he thinks that
we will "Jump ahead.

"

-I do not take your money (you do not have to believe
me, just join up and see), to build up kingdoms for myself, unless
you are in it — I will build the kingdom with your wealth but
you most certainly are going to share with me. X do not want
it alone. No!! I want you to have the kingdom.

Befer to Section VII, Sub. A, fQHSIGN CONTACTS.
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VII. Public Relations

A. Foreign Contacts

US, March 17, 197$, page two sets forth an article >:
titled "Middle East Report * Libyans Tell All Muslims: v r
Unite with Messenger Muhammad's Nation* Ia essence
it reflects an Islamic Conference, called by the Libyan
Revolutionary Command to discuss problems of Muslims all over
the world, was recently held in Tripoli, Republic of Libya.
Ar/official invitation was extended to the NOI and was

cepted by ELIJAH JfUHAMMAD. He was represented_by RAYMOND^
JtARRIEFF^ HERBER^.\iyHA>LMAD , and_JJ>Js^iy"^etailed O, S/}
descriptions bi -progress achieved by /thVvNOI in the ~
cultural, educational, political, and, economic fields />g|»^r'ft

was carried by all papers published ii(_Libya. The Muslins j^yr
in Libya and all over the globe were called on to unite

~~~

with their brothers in America who alone carried the i^Lttf

responsibility of bringing Islam back to its lost people -J

. JHThe FOI is a military-type group within
tneNOI composed of adult male members. Its
purpose is to protect officials and property
of the NOI.
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The "Chicago Sun Times" Four Star Final, May 8, 1972,
page three, sets forth an article entitled "Big Libyan Loan
For Muslims Here", dateline Washington. It reflects:

In what may be the first, case of assistance to
an American cause Joy «6 underdeveloped nation, Libyan_
President\fUAHMER/£l/QADDAFI has agreed to lend $3 million
to establish a national Black Muslim mosque In Chicago.X f ti-

the loan was -negotiated in Tripoli by MUHAMMAD ALI
and the money is being held here in the Riggs Bank until

(the contract is signed by ELIJAH MUHAMMAD. The Libyans are
^oot, in line with Muslim practice, charging any Interest but they
want total repayment within three years. *N.

r V V 0 Q> }
The Libyan Ambassador here ,

/^BDALLA\SUWES, is
—

—

sensitive to the risk that his president's gesture may be l \^'i
f
^~,

( seen as interference In thiSwCountry 's domestic affairs.
1 Be is insisting on a contract that requires the loan to be
V spent c-nly on t he mosque.

J

" "We are merely helping to build a church", the
Ambassador maintains, "and this is something American
missionaries have done in many countries."

Plans for the national mosque are confirmed by the
Black Muslims' chief prophet, ELIJAH MUHAMMAD, who plans to buy
a Greek Orthodox Church In South Side Chicago for $4 million
and transform it into a national center for Black Muslim worship
by spending an additional $1 million. ~"

\

.did not sound fully satisfied withMUHAMMAD,
the Libyan terms.

"We don't mind people giving us the cash,"
said the Prophet ... "but I don't know if we can pay back
$1 million a year."...

23 -
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We, the Muslins want the world to know that we t?V>£
thank the Libyan People, (in Africa), and their government,

f ~

for the great surprise of loaning us nearly $3,000,000.00
in cash.

We are so happy that we can hardly express
. our Joy over our Black Brothers waking us this loan.

Libya is a small country in Africa hut still
Libya Is very rich. The value of her noney (dinar) far
•xceeds the value of the American dollar.

The Libyan People remewber that we Black
People in America are their brothers, as you way rewewber the
cartoon drawn on the bead of our Muhammad Speaks newspaper,
representing the tie of love between the Black wan of the ..

Western Hemisphere, to the Black Man around the
earth, which takes in Africa, number one, and reaches
around Asia and the Isles of the Pacific, and back to
America.

They know who we are. They know that we are
their Lost-Found Black Brothers and Black Sisters who were
kidnapped by the devil of England, John Hawkins. They
remember the rape of Africa for Black slaves.

And today if Allah (God) Who found us, does
not unite us in help, throughout the rich world of our
Black Brothers, we will have a little harder time than we
would desire to have, in getting united and doing something
for Black self, in America.

Xt takes millions and billions of dollars
to get us set up here in America to do something for Black
self. One or two million dollars in hand, is no wore
than one or two dollars-it takes hundreds of millions
and billions of dollars to set up a government for our Black
•elf.
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Our Black Libyan Brothers know what it is to „ rA
carry on a government among Black self. In the act of giving
us a little help of a few million dollars, this
is a great help to us. It is like a man stranded with
his car on the bottom of a hill due to the lack of gas,

The man can put just a little amount of gas
in the car and it can get him started up the hill, where
perhaps the man may get another lift, and more gas, to
keep his car pulling up the hill.

So I am grateful to Allah and to my Black
brethren of Libya, Africa, for giving to me and to my
followers such a great lift, in our struggle to reach the
top of the hill of civilization.

And every follower of mine is so happy this
morning, until Z do not know whether our Black Brothers
would recognize us, with the glow of gladness and happiness
that this nearly $3,000,000.00 has made us have.

The white people of America should give us a start
with a few million dollars for us to go for Black self.
We are their Black once-slave, but as the world knows,
white America makes every effort to keep the children
of the once-servi tude Black slave-parents of ours,
a continual slave to them.

The white people of America are so wicked
against helping the Black once-slave that if they hear that
a foreigner wants to help us, the white American goes and
tries to prevent foreigners from helping us.

This shows how hateful and evil the children
of the white race are in their evil desire to keep us a free
slave and to prevent any foreign help to come to us...
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~ Thank you, Black Brothers of Libya, Africa. 40mm
I and my Black people in the Western Henisphere, will never
forget you even if our population spreads to the Bast... - ?

27
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MS May 12, 1972, page three, sets forth an
article titled "New York Blacks Support Muslims",
datelined New York.

Thev article relates to a police-Muslim
confrontationW April 14, 1972 at MM7 and reflects
Minister LOUIS/fARRAKHAN addressed more than 7,000
^IalcTrpebpTe~dn\^rlT~30 (1972) at the 369th Armory
in New York. It Continued:

Significant "international support was voiced
- bv MUHAMMA»*fiAUE, Director ofiheylslamic Center in

jjLd Washingtoj^BCC . was /ccompailfed/at the Harlem
~~

if* •
rallv ^^^"^^"MOU^^^^USSARY, membe^^

5;-—i V the Ministry or Religious Endowments of Egypt^^AVQUP
/\ASSAD, Vice President of the Federation jot Islamic \ if f/

Association in the United States and Canada, and othe^LL--
Middle East Muslims.

"We have come to express our admiration for
your work and the great achievements of the beloved
leader, the Honorable ELIJAH MUHAMMAD," said Dr. RAUF.
"I would like to assure you all that the whole Muslim
world, which includes seven hundred million people,
is behind you."...

B. Domestic Contacts

The "Chicago' Defender", April 18, 1972, f0 1,1 £ C f\

page 19, sets forth an article titled "Jesse Hits ,

—"

—

Cop Attacks on N.Y. Black MuslW\^*t reflects'- u r' a '

The Reverend JESSE LjfJACKSON denounced
yesterday a reported police attack on a Black Muslim
mosque in New York City last Friday and pledged the
support of his organization, Operation PUSH, to the
Muslims and their leader ELIJAH MUHAMMAD. • •

Mr. JACKSON reportedly later met LOUIS
FARRAKKAN. Minister of Mosque No. 7 in Harlem,
where the incident occurred... „

The Operation PUSH official praised
FARRAKKAN for his "distinct leadership in preventing
bloodshed in the streets" following last week's
incident. • «B -



""" people United To Save Huaanlty (PUSH) was v
_ founded in Chicago In ^December, 1971, by Reverend -j-^,

JESSIfi^ACKSON and the board of the Chicago chapter Ifp^
-of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference. % :

t

1 L(— *t is an activist group, national Is scope, primarily
concerned with economic development of the back'
community. *

MS June 9, 1972, page four, reflects Mayor
IlICHARjtfHATCHER of Gary, Indiana, sent a bouquet
of flow&re to the N01 on dedication of the MM2 on
May 28, I9JJ2 and expressed regrets for being unable
to attend.

ELIJAH "MUHAMMAD wrote as follows:

"A thank you to the mayor of Gary, Indiana,
Hiehard G. Hatcher—I have always admired this nan for
he stands alone among the black mayors of America. A
man like Mr. Hatcher is what we need..."

C . Radio - Television

MS, June 9, 1972, page 14 sets forth ELIJAH
MUHAMMAD'S radio schedule as follows:



RA®:OSCK£DULj
A Message of Truth . . . Mightier Than The Swordlc

wmk mt -v-
iiao mi Mtfja.
•to mm. mtfM.

fUN. jfcOTMt ^

MtML :W
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MS, June 9, 1972, page 23, reflects ELIJAH MUHAMMAD v
appears on WFAN-TV, Channel 14, Washington, D.C. , on <

Sundays at 4:30 p.m. " %*gh: *
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ED STATES DEPARTMENT O^MsTICE
FEDERAL BC1EAD OF INVESTIGATION

Chicago, Illinois
July 18, 1972

ELIJAH POOLE

Character EXTREMIST - NATION OF ISLAM

Reference i^maH^o report of SA(H^tt Chicago, dated and
captioned as above.

All sources (except any listed "below) -whose Identities
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable
information in the past.

Oi lh» Fb! and n loan.d -J> year wj.ocr; K and it

reur «a*ncy.



Transmit the Allowing in_
A I R T E L

1

^ ^ ll/B/72

/Type m plainest or code)

Via.

TO :

FROM :

SUBJECT:

ACTING DIRECTOR. FBI (25-330971) ^^V-.r

SAC, CHICAGO (157-5375)

NATION OF IS1AM
a; - iroi

Enclosed for the Bureau are twelve (12)
copies of a Letternead Memorandum, relating to an "aiir
apparent" to ELIJAH MUHAMMAD. , v> v ^

AH, ir^rrv-Tio^ C05TAIBED
y 1 t C - 7^ "IFLED
ET

,_
.1. IdvTiS

0IHOKXZ3 .

6 - Bureau (End. 12)

G>- 105-24822 (BLIJA
1 - 105-24951 (Ri
1 - 105-44912

7 -
1 - 105-54773

H^iUHAMMAD)
Raymond siiarrieff)
(elijah muhammad, jr.)
(herbert muhammad)

l

"

i
157-53C7
157-6161

1 - 157-6175

(TO

(RAYMOND &UARRIEFF) ' r^^flRDED . %,
(ELIJAH MUHAMMAD, JR.) NOTB^W^" ^
(HERBERT MUHAMMAD) 78 NOV £0 872%-- '

*****
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ED STATES DEPARTMENT Ol
J'
STICE

219 South !

Chicago,
Hovember 8,

FEDERAL BUftEAU OF INVESTIGATION i w~-'V^>?^ <• 1

th Dearborn Street f^r^aji^eTIAL :

t>, Illinois 60*04 •^^rT^^^Mf^
member 8, 1972 , /- >

KATION OF ISLAM SLI?IS)CFJ^

HP

NATION OF ISLAM

bitr.JI

The Nation of Islam is an all-black
^nationwide organization headquartered at
Muhammad's Temple 2, 7351 South Stony Island
Avenue, Chicago, Illinois, under the guidance
of Elijah Muhammad, self-styled "Messenger of
Allah" and only divinely appointed leader of
the black race in the United .States. Its
purpose is separation of the black man from
the "devil" (white race) through establishment

This document contains neither recommendations nor con-^
clueions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and
Is loaned to yojr agency; it and its contents are not to

*

be distributed outride your agency, nor duplicated *ithinjpf:
your agency.

ENOXWUEB
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of a black nation. Pollovers are Instructed
to obey the laws of the land if they do not
conflict with NOI laws and not to carry
weapons but are to defend NOI officials,
their property , women and themselves if
attacked at all costs and are to take weapons
away from their attackers and use tame on the
attacker.

FRUIT OF IfcMM

The Fruit of Islam (FOI) is a military
type group within the Nation of Islam (NOI)
composed of adult male members. Members are
not to carry weapons but are instructed to
protect NOI officials, property, women
and themselves at all costs if attacked and
to take weapons away from their attackers and
use same on them. They receive instruction
in judo and karate.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

FOIPA DELETED PAGE INFORMATION SHEET

Page(s) withheld entirely at this location in the file. One or more of the following statements, where

indicated, explain this deletion.

LSJ Deleted under exemptions) . hi with no segregable

material available for release to you.

O Information pertained only to a third party with no reference to you or the subject of your request

Information pertained only to a third party. Your name is listed in the title only.

DocamentCs) originating with the following government agency(ies)

, was/were forwarded to them for direct response to you.

— Page(s) referred for consultation to the following government agency(ies);

as the information originated with them. You will

be advised of availability upon return of the material to the FBI.

r

Page(s) withheld for the following reason(e):

O For your information:

O The following number is to be used for reference regarding these pages:

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
X DELETED PAGEXS) X
*NO DUPLICATION FEE %

XXXXXX
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SLIP(S) OF ~ * **
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ated 7/18/72, at Chicago,

of
' C~Cd?0 . ILLINOIS. Will continue to follow the act

AT. FLx-A^AZTand report pertinent developments.

Attached are tno copies of an FD-376.

Arcepy of this report is being furnished ITS Becret Service,
Chi^acc, in r.ccordance with the agreement between the FBI and that
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NITED STATES DEPARTMENT JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OP INVESTIGATION

J>JVptr,JW«*rto 1

nfeAk Bureau file 105-24822
Chicago Hie 157-5366

Director

United States Secret Service

WA»IHCTOH,D.& 1SSS5

October 27, 1972

Department of the Treasury
:

'
^

'
" 1

- -
' "';

\
•
"

.

Washington, D.C 20220 RE: ELIJAH POOLE /'

Dear Sir: ' ^
"

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual or organization believed

to be covered by the agreement between the FBI aqd Secret Service concerning protective

responsibilities, and to fall within the category or categories checked.

1. n Threats or actions against persons protected by Secret Service.

2. Attempts or threats to redress grievances.

3. Threatening or abusive statement about U. S. or foreign official.

4. Participation in civil disturbances, anti-U. S . demonstrations or hostile r
incidents against foreign diplomatic establishments-

5< Illegal bombing, bomb-making or other terrorist activity.

6. Defector from U. S. or indicates desire to defect.

7. [J] P6tentially dangerous because of background, emotional instability or

activity in groups engaged in activities inimical to U. S.

Photograph 00 has been furnished enclosed is not available.

Very tnrlv/yours, /j

L. Patrick Gray, L

Acting Director

1 - Special Agent in Charge (Enclosures)

)

U. S. Secret Service

Enclosures) in THTIirr T—TjlM'linMIPTl{^pBSB^s^nja* i...;i-i»...J. hi i . . -r»»u
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Secret Service, Chicago

omet: Chicago, Illinois

157-5366

ELI ."AH POOJJE -vr: -

-•

oiHir:..-*-

ixTT.BGST MATTERS

Urn.**!: 105-24822

LIAISE)

ttss:n

NATIOW OP ISLAM

ELIJAH MUHAMMAD, true name ELIJAH POOLE, resides 4847 tout
Wood lawn Avenue, Chicago, Illinois. He is leader of the
Matioc of Islaa, claiming to be the Messenger of Allah and
only divinely appointed leader of the black pan in America
He^gy^la^esj^jj^ic^ and programs in^the

equal the white (in evilness); America stands before her
death; This (the Vietnamese) is that old ancient Hindu -
Allah doesn*t want either one to win • He let American
Christians kill Hindus all they want to; In fact, the
Hindu is the number one enemy of God; if you tell me to go
to Africa I mill go, but don't tell me It's civilised;
there are In Africa many fine scholars, but all the
knowledge they have is not from the right sources; We
must replace this for new wisdom and knowledge to liberate
black people, '

"~
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DETAILS

:

'

I . BACKGROUND

KOI

The KOI is an all-black nationwide organization
headquartered at Muhammad *s Temple 2, 7351 South
Stony Island Avenue, Chicago, Illinois, under the
guidance of ELIJAH KUKAlttZAD, self-styled "Messenger
oi Allah" and only divinely appointed leader of the
black race in the United States. Its purpose is
separation of the black nr.n from the "devil" (white
race) through establishment of a black nation.
Followers are instructed to obey the laws of the
land if they do not conflict with KOI laws and not
to carry weapons but are to defend KOI officials,
their property, cor -mi and themselves if attacked
at all costs and are to take weapons away from their *fi'U-
attackers and use same on the attacker. T-K





"Uuhf-arsd Speaks" (KS), July 7, 1972, page S-7 of an
Insert, set forth highlights of a speech by ELIJAH MUHAMMAD at
£T 2 on Jvne 25, 1972, A&ong statements attributed to him
were the following:

• . . .This is the end of the devil's
world. Ke'll be wiped off the face of the
earth. This is actually the earth of the
black - not the white. • • .the earth
belongs to the Lord. • • .We are the Lord.
And since we are the lord. • . .we let then
use cur earth, control the people for a cer-
tain tiae. Their tine wae up in 1914 but
they are still here - they are here by the
aercy. of God. His aercy is such that he
iron' t' kill you even when your tiae is up. • « •

Th9 white nan's history is in the Bible. • • •
but if ve un£trstood we would know the
b3£icnin^ ol the white Ban is the beginning
or a nurdcrer - Cain slew his brother. ...
In this world the7 are killing one every ainute -
and nosr taken to war they kill one in a tiae

—shorter than a ainute. • • •

Tcu see this word Araageddon. • • .What
ic Araagcdciea? Araageddon is the war to be
fought at the end, or judgement. . . .Which
one will survive the war of Araageddon?. • • •

You will not dare tell ae this flag (pointing
to Christian flag) will survive the other flag.
This flag was nade (Christianity) - the other
was created (I elan). ... -\

- 5 - M i r
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YACOF made his people and put them on
tine to rule lor 6,000 years. • • •YACOB
discovered that in the black man there
existed two germs or babies. One a black
and the other a brown. He also learned
that by killing the black baby and saving
the brown he could cose up with a brown
rr.ee of people. This race you call
Japanese. . . .There were not -actually but
two races from the real black man. • • •

Khen he got to the third it was a white
xr.rn. . . .The brown baby is weaker than
his father, the black man, and stronger
than the yellow baby. The yellow baby Is
stronger than the white. • • .This little
yellow baby is almost as evil as the white. • • •

China is near equal the white (in evilness).
Ee leves to fight like the white. • • .The
Chinese also likes to mix his blood like the
riite ran docs. ...

ES ±3 self-described in its various
issues as published by MT 2 on a weekly
basin in Chicago.

"YS, July 14, 1972, page S-7 of an Insert, sets forth
highlights of a speech given by ELIJAH MUHAMMAD at MT 2 on
July 2, 1972. Among statements attributed to him were the
following:

. . . .Allah is ready to attack America
out of his universe. ...

In the book of Eziekel. there is
prophesized about a wheel in -a wheel.
It's up there now. The devil knows it's
up there. • . .This is what they're trying
to locate on the moon. • • •

This plane represents the Mother plane. • • •

Sciekel- scid he'd cose out and drop a bomb. « . •

When the Mother Ship drops the bombs it'll be >

- 6 -
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located about 20 miles fron the earth. • • •

It has a bocb that's timed and a motor which
automatically goes on and takes the bomb
right into the earth to explode (once it has
gene a Bile down). It sets up a mountain one
mile high. Allah taught me that's the very
bocb used to sake mountains on the earth.
Allah taught me that they have. the same type
of dynanite in the bomb that they used to make
mountains on earth. I t goes into the earth
like an air hammer. And it doesn't explode
until it gets into the earth. . . .

It vi.ll kill people 50 miles around. • • •

It rill go into action vhen America starts
using her high explosions. This thing will
cor.3 out and get thea. Fifteen thousand of
these boaber planes and they carry three
sirall bombs each. Each plane will take these
boxbs over an area and drop them. They will
destroy for 150 miles from where they are
dropped. . . .Right through the middle is a
wheel which measures one mile, so Allah told
me. ...

I think it has about four or five
scientists on it. .It is one-half mile
by one-half mile. • . .The day it's seen in
America, (you should) make haste and run to
sone post. • • .When America thinks she's
going after this plane, the scientists will
go forward and finish America. . • .There'll
be tv.o scientists on every block, guiding
you and telling you where to go. . • .The
ITottter Ship is the same wheel which Eziekel
said looks so dreadful in the sky. • • •

Anerica's friends have all become
enexies to her. They're all looking at
America with murder in their eyes. . . .

We thought Pearl Harbor was terrible. But
Pes.rl Harbor will look like a gang of boys
playing, when they come against America. . . .
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MS, July 21, 1972, page S-7 of an Insert, sets forth
highlights of a speech given by ELIJAH MUHAMMAD at MT 2 on
July 9, 1972. Among statements attributed to him were the
following:

... .America stands before her death
and is bound to go to her doom, because of
the way she has treated us. • • .

All black people are brothers of each
other. .. . .The white man is not your brother. ...
Black man, reneiber, you are the father of
creation. Ko white man can dispute with the
One who sent ELIJAH. I *m a God taught man!
I *m a God raised man!. ...

If you tell me to go to Africa I will
go, but don't tell me it's civilized. I'm
already civilized and ready to civilize
Africa. We love African people, like we
love you, but they are not free, they let
England and Germany and other Europeans
push them in the Jungle. ...

I have our hands joined on the head of
our paper ("Muhammad Speaks**) • We love
Africa, that's why we want to make Africa
our brother. What God has taught me is
perfect civilized teachings, to civilize
any savage regardless to where he comes
from. I hare been visited by many Africans
at my home. They arc happy with me and I
*c happy to meet them. There are in Africa
many fine scholars, but all the knowledge
they have is not Iron the right sources.
We must replace this, for new wisdom and
knowledge to liberate black people all over
the earth. This is not to criticize anyone,
1 want to join hands with you and be your
brother but not with England, that slave
making rascal!. ... >~ *
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We are living in the time for Judgement
of white folk, and America is number one -
first. God has made the whole world turn
against America to destroy her. • • .The War
of Armageddon has already begun. This war
will get rid of all white people. ...

Tou don't need to go to Viet Warn to be
victorious in this war. What do you need to
go to Viet Nan for? If America wins. • . •

you are still a slave "nigger". . • .This
(the Vietnamese) is that old ancient Hindu -
Allah doesn't want either one to win. He
let American Christians kill Hindus all they
want to.

They are both enemies to Allah. • . .Ho
one ever hears of a Muslim going to war to
defend either side. In fact, the Hindu is the
nurcber one eneiay of God. Therefore Muslims
don't go to war to defend then anymore than
he Coos to defend Christians. Muslims don't
go to war to defend them just because they
look like us because they don't even try to
serve God Allah. They try to destroy him.
If I get one of the bombs I'd fly over their
territory too. I 'don't care if America kills
all of them because of their opposition to
Allah also. ...

God told me that one trip £of the Mother
Ship) across America will all but finish her
off. Then the Ship will send three planes
to England. . • .and that will be the end of
England. ...

- If America had not destroyed you she
could have been saved. But she destroyed
you. Every night and day, there is some
killing of the black man. . . .
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Bo (Allah) trill cut & shortage into the
gravity of the earth and set the atmosphere
on fire. . . .No people will be able to lire
on the earth because it'll all bo on fire.
The flame will only go 12 miles high. But
it'll *est certainly get you, unless you
get with Allah. . . .

On July 23, 1972, a meeting
MUEAMKAD spoke as follows:

was held by IT 2. ELIJAH

titled,
KS, August 11, 1972, page 16, set forth an article

"The World.*** by ELIJAH kUHAMHAD. He wrote:

The world (under the rule of the white
race) that we have been living in had a
duration of time of 6,000 years. We have
been living in the world for the duration
of her tine, and now her tiae is up, and

_ she (the world) is conscious -to the fact
that God will rule the people in a govern-
ment of righteousness.

- The old world (of the white race) that
is now going out cannot rule the people in
righteousness, because nature did not give
them any righteousness!

Therefore, the two, (the righteous and
the unrighteous) disagree with each other
and they cannot live in peace with each other.

- 10 -
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Therefore, the two must be divided and
the followers of each can go along with their
own leader. The righteous will follow their
own leader, and the wicked will follow their
ovn leader. ...

MS, September 8, 1972, page S-16 of an Insert,
sets fcrth highlights of a speech by ELIJAH MUHAMMAD at
MT 2 on August 27, 1972. Among statements attributed to
hin were the following:

. . . .It is the justice of God to destroy
her (America) for destroying us. God is not
doing an injustice to her. Be is Justified in
destroying her. ...

MS, September 15, 1972, page S-8 of an Insert, sets
forth highlights of a speech given by ELIJAH MUHAMMAD at MT 2
on September 3, 1972. Among statements he made were the following:

... .1 don f t think it should be
. hard for black people of America to know
that the white man is the devil. ... ^ v



MS, September 8, 1972 , page 16, sets forth an
article titled, "Self First!" by ELIJAH MUHAMMAD. He wrote:

. . . .We who live in America, live
in a curced country. America is a cursed
country. America is a Divine Place of
Exile, for Allah's enemies and He promises
to use America now, for a Lake of Fire, in
which to burn all of his enemies.

The Indians the first people who were
sent - who migrated to America - the Indians
were also the enemies of Allah.

Self first - The reverends are the enemies
of his (our) own black people. If the preacher
do not do like the white slave-master tells
them to do, the white sieve-master kills them
as he did Rev. KAR7IN LUTHER KING, JR.

< But, since they ere the devil's disciples,
he should kill them if they do not obey him.
That is right, if the devil wants to be a god
iike Allah, for Allah will kill those who do
not obey him! ....

MS, September 22, 1972, page S-9 of an Insert, sets
forth highlights of a speech by ELIJAH MUHAMMAD at MT 2 on
September 10, 1972. Among statements attributed to him were
the following:

... .America Is composed of the wildest
people on earth. . . .it is "a place of sin of
the most evil and sinful people on earth.
People that have no morals and love for self
or anyone else. ...

MS, October 13, 1972, page S-7 of an Insert sets forth
highlights of a speech given by ELIJAH MUHAMMAD at MT 2 on
October 1, 1972. Among statements attributed to him were the
following:

- 12 -
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• . . .We don't want this man's (the
white man's) politics that be has set up.
Get you a temple - flee politics. The
Nations of Africa don't have the robbing
and deceiving politics of Anerlca. . . .

we want to build a world for black man.
The white world is moving off the scene.
You've got to do something for self or
else*. . . .

The uniting of Japan and China and other small
alliances is to deal with self not white people. They are
ready to push the West out of the East and deal with each
other. They are sick of the West. . . •
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C. Public Relations I

1. Foreign Confcf

MS, September 22, 1972, pare 15, reflects Sultan ALX
MIRAH HAN7ERI from the Awson Region of Ethiopia hid visited
Chicago to check the works and progress of ELIJAH MUHAMMAD; that
be was accompanied by HASHIM GAMAL A-SHAMI, agrononlst; EADAFO
MOHAMED HANFER I , the Sultan's interpreter, and a second year
student at the American University in Washington, D. C; and bis
secretary and National Advisor ALI IBRAHAM TOUSSUF.

MS, September 22, 1972, page S-9 of an Insert, mw*m
forth highlights of a speech given by ELIJAH MUHAMMAD at MT 2
on September 10, 1972. Among statements attributed to him
were the 'following:

. . . .Ee, (ALI MIRAH HANFERI, the Sultan
of Ethiopia), had dinner with us. I'm going
to visit him one day. X*ve visited Ethiopia
before. Addis Ababa. I've seen his Mosque;
X've visited it, bujfc didn't go in. But the
next time I'm going/ in. . • .We've been in

._ America a long tim«»; not knowing about our
brothers from whom we were kidnapped. So
todny we want to get acquainted with them. • • •
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2. Dor-^^t j.c Contacts

1'S, August 16, 1972, page 15, reflects ELIJAH MUHAMMAD
"srae the subject of special honor by the Chicago Christian
Conr.-jr.ity ».t a "Scholarship Benefit Show" on August 6, 1972,
at th' Auditorium Theater, Ch?.aago. The tribute was presented
to EUZ*3&£2 for his greft leadarship and "Outstanding Community
Service. * It given by a Chicago Baptist Church and presented
to JFJ?J3-:7:ZZ

1 s representative by a Chicago Catholic priest.

3. Rp.c'io Bro&dcasts

irs, October 13, 1972, page 14, sets forth ELIJAH
Ko?lAK"-:AD , s rr.d'o broadcast schedule as follows:



A Message of truth . . . Mightier Than IhWtwordi

(TIMES LISTED

ARE LOCAL)



In Reply, Pleasr Refer to

r^^TATES DEPARTMENT O]

1JKHAL BUREAU OF IKVF.ST1C 1

Chicago, Illinois

7

ELIJAH POOLE

Character EXTREMIST MATTER - HATION OP ISLAM

Reference is made port of Special Agent
~ dated and captioned

AH sources (except any listed below) whose identities are concealed

in referenced communication have furnished reliable information in the past.

This Hnrimrnt ritnlain* tn-ii,

»l II;- l- HI ttmt ik /f.rfR.-f/ l» «

tigrm-y nut ttupUrai' >l u-il/nn



O. C. Moors

v
KATZON OF ISLAM
BCTWMIST MATTERS

Mr. Kevin Maroney, Deputy Assistant Attorney General,
Internal Security Division of the Department, called today and
advised that the Tax Division of the Department currently has i

tax claim suit pending against Elijah Muhammad, leader of the nation
of Zslaa (HOI), commonly referred to as the Black Muslims. Ink i

connection therewith, the Tax Division has received iaterrogatl«|i
which Include the following questions* v

Nt, i - ^. ,

"

-y N
- 1) Does the Department of Justice have FBI reports

" -
.

•

' the MOIf • :„
.

„ .
-^-:;^r^,&*'-

2) If so, what are their contents!

Mr. Maroney indicated that since the FBI's Interest
the MOT Is public knowledge based on prior testimony by former
Director Hoover before Congressional Appropriations Committee
well as the fact that both Muhammad and the MOI were previously
subjects of Selective Service investigations the first a^aestton

will be answered in the affirmative and privilege will b«celals$^§
in regard to the second question.

Mr. Maroney advised that he is instructingthe Tax Dfc

to furnish the FBI a copy of its reply to the above-mentioned
interrogative!. -

v-. .-
•/" ^-v-^w $t

ACTION : For information*

$30971 •
* •*^^ v

-*$f*£
105-24822 (Elijah Muhammad! x

ABF:aso (€)

M JAN 5^ DATEJ^^^

ALt INFORMATION'CONTAIN!

HEREHi I'iUiCLASSiFIJED
-

;
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APPROPRIATE AGENCIES
1SD FIELD OFFICES
JUJVISED BY Ecuiirc
SLI?(£) CF
DATE

ftBFERENCEt Chicago report of SA<ago report ol

EM - HOI (KEY EXTREMIST) ffc^.

k dated 10/27/72

J

MTI WW.
I XEAD

^
\ CHICAGO

\n „ Â „CH?-?^GQ » I^WOIS. Will eontinur -to follow the activitiesO of ELIJAH KUlUMHSE) and report pertinent development*

.

xopnente. 1

ACCOMP LISHMENTS CLAIMED

COM VIC. AUTO.
on CAU MAS OEKMl

riNOIKt OVER ONE VIM»« f~lMO
PEMRN6 PROSECUTION

OVKM MX MONTHS PltW f~>WO

DO MOT WRITE IN SPACES BELOW

• MADE.

Bureau (105-2^822) (RM)xs
1 - U.S. Secret Service (Via Courier

1 - Phoenix (105-5593) (Info.) (RM)

2 - Chicago (157-5366)

n R.cotJ ol Attoct»«a Retort

3 FEB 12 1973
"
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VLJ STATES DEPABTMENT
FEDERAL BUREAU OF NVESTICTTCION

«»Jfe CO 157-5366

Director

United States Secret Service

Department of the Treasury

Washington, D. C 20220

Dear Sir.

WASIINCTON.DtC MSSS

Chicago, Illinois
February 8, 1973

RE: ELIJAH POOLS

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual or organization believed

to be covered by the agreement between the FBI and Secret Service concerning protective

responsibilities, and to fall within the category or categories checked.

1. Threats or actions against persons protected by Secret Service.

2. n Attempts or threats to redress grievances.

S. Threatening or abusive statement about U. S. or foreign official.

4. O Participation in civil disturbances, anti-U- S. demonstrations or hostile

incidents against foreign diplomatic establishments.

5. Illegal bombing, bomb-making or other terrorist activity.

6. Defector from U. S. or indicates desire to defect.
'

7. DO Potentially dangerous because of background, emotional instability or

activity in groups engaged in activities inimical to U. S-

Photograph QQ has been furnished enclosed is not available.

Very truly/yours.

L. Patrick Gray, HI
Acting Director

§)- Bureau (RM)
1 - Special Agent in Charge (Enclosure^)) 1

U- S. Secret Service (Vie Courier)
1 - Chicago
Enclosures)
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1TED STATES DEPARTMENT cAuSTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

U.S
(
Secret Service, Chicago, Illinois {Via Courier)

ft*M omc. Fii» t. 157-5366
1C~

CHICAGO
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1W«: ELIJAH POOLE
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DATE

NATION OF ISLAM
f— A/a 7- *aS ftjrj* Deter/**/

ELIJAH MUHAMMAD, true name JELIJAH POOLE, resides
I4.824.7 South Woodlawn Avenue, Chicago, Illinois. He is leader
of the Nation of Islam (NOI), claiming to be the Messenger
of Allah and only divinely appointed leader of the
blccfc son in Ilorth America. Ec formulates and/or
approves all _

Allah is going to kill all the white people;
America is a country where evil is dominant and

~ think nothing but evil.
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NATION OF ISLAM

The Nation of Islam is an all-black
nationwide ortpinixation headnuartered at
Muhammad's Temple 2, 7351 South Stony Island
Avenue, Chicago, Illinois, under the guidance
of Elijah Muhammad, self-styled "Messenger of
Allah" and only divinely appointed leader of
the black race in the United States. Its
purpose is: separation of the black wan from
the "devil" (white race) through establishment
of a black nation. Followers are instructed
to obey the lavs of the land if they do uot
conflict with KOI laws and not to carry
weapons but are to defend NC~, officials,
their property, women and themselves if
attached at all costs and are to tn!;e weapons
away from their attackers and use juame on the
attacker

.

FRUIT OF IE. LAU

The Fruit of Islam (FOI) is a asilitary
type t;roup within the Nation of Islam (KOI)
composed of adult jaale members. Members are
not to carry weapons but are instructed to
protect HOI officials, property, women
and thercselves at all costs if attacked and
to take weapons away from their attackers and
use same on them. They receive instruction
in judo and karate.
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"Muhammad Speaks" (MS), November 3» 1972, page
S-9 of an insert sets forth excerpts of a speech given by
ELIJAH MUHAMMAD at MT 2 on October 22, 1972> *« follows:

• • OUR FATHERS didn't want to
come here, Thoy wanted to return home,
but -didn't have boats to go back in.

The whites will now tell you that his
eleve host and prison house which he
brought you across the water in, that
It was Jesus ... Be took us and
brought us off into a far away country*

You can't go back to your people - not
even in Africa, with the white man's
name. You must have a Muslim name, an
Islamic name.

Think over the storms, the earthquakes
that the scientists keep telling you
are coming. It's going to be so terrific
ono of these days that you can hardly
breathe. This is on its way to America.
And the heat from the sun will be so
terrific that you can't breathe it • • •

7
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That's on the way as sure as I stand
here • • • Earthquakes are sure to
cone to America. And I say to you,
ay beloved brothers and sisters, that
that day is closer to us than we admit

KS newspaper is self-described
in Its various issues as published by MT 2
weekly in Chicago.
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MS, November 17, 1972, page 16, sets forth 1

an article entitled "The Dead Is Rising I They Seek Their
Own," by ELIJAH MUHAMMAD. He wrote:

AMERICA is a country where ovil is
dominant and the people in Ar yrica
think nothing but evil! It is very
seldom that you can tall: to a percon
without gottlng the thought quickly
that their wind is filled with evil! . . .

The white race was oade for the' pur-
pose of caking mischief. The white
race was made for the purpose of
deceit. And, now that Almighty Cod
has come to wake manifest that which
has been hidden of the truth, this
runs the white wan frow under his
deceitful blanket which had the white
man covered. . .

THE Black Xan~ in America has never
known anyono but the white race,
thorcfore, the Black ton seeks pacification
and Kcrcy from a acre iloos people.

You cannot blame the white nan for
what ho is, you cannot blame hia for being
merciless, for tho white people wereado tho people that they are . . .

- 9 -
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b. Foreign Contacts

October 20, 1972, page 6, sets forth an
article entitled "Kuslira Nation of Abu Dabhl Unites to
Help Nation Islam." It reflects:

<
A climate of goodwill is spreading throughout

the Muslim world to help the cause of Islam in America.
This historic united effort of the Muslim Nations to
help the Muslims in America is 6een as a major milestone
in the development and growth of the ">tion of Islam...

In keeping with the tenets of Islam, the young
.in the Arabian Gulf has recognized

' the needs of the struggling Muslim brotherhood in America,
'in the spirit of true Muslim brotherhood, Abu Dahbi gave

I
^ r/the Nation of Islam $125,000 to aid the cause of Islam and
)\s to teach and train Muslims in' America.

Ho other group in America is recognized by this
nation as representing true progress under the Crescent
of Islam excepz the Nation of Islam led by the Honorable
Elijah Muhammad. / ^ .

" /Oi^s^ec^rvfeAt To Chicago the Honorablo^hmed
/Khallf^gowaldi fttinifttey nf Vnreipn Affairs of the finited
/ AralTiafrirates . TUAL) inspected the newly acquired Islamic j

r -Mosque and school. ;

10 -
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The enthusiastic delegation was very wprisodfh'V
to learn that the school was put into operation {.ess than-^lfi.-.

two months after it was purchased.

After inspecting the newly opened Islamic center, ^
the delegates praised the giant educational strides being
made by the Lost - Found Nation. It was truly a joy to see
the Muslim children being trained .in Islam from kinder-
garten through high school, in the' midst of a highly
immorally Zionist Christian society. They were also

*

tremendously impressed as they .observed the children
.

of the Lost - Found Nation being trained in their own
*

original language (Arabic) at such young ftge. . ^

After visiting the school and Temple, the
""

. Dignitaries traveled to a private conference at the
home of the Honorable Elijah Muhammad. Upon their
arrival at Mr. Muhammad's home, -the diplomatic
delegation (led by Foreign Minister Sowaidi) brought
personal greetings to Mr. Muhammad /rom the ruler of

also President of the DAE, Shiek-JtfSu D^bi/W«o is a
y^adj^njgaltan..

.

' In the private conference with the distinguished
dignitaries, as his guests were being seated, Mr.
Muhammad rose and very humbly thanked the Hon. Ahmed
Sowiadi, the Foreign Minister for the gift from Shiek
Zaid-and the people of Abu Dhabi.

The delegation expressed extreme joy to
learn that the newly acquired Temple will undergo
a $2 million renovation. This plan will create in
the heart of the barbaric western Christian world
an Islamic Center that can only be found in Eastern
Islamic Nations.

Despite massive efforts fostered by the
American government to stop the rapid spread of Islam
in America, the Muslims led by Mr. Muhammad continue
to make marked progress to the joy of Muslims throughout
the earth.

The lies and propaganda spread by the American 7
news media has failed completely in itB cruel efforts to v '

•top Islam... •
.
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MS, October 20, 1972. page 7# »»t» forth «a^<#%"4
article ontitled, "Loan to the Nation of Islam Reduced
by Libyan Brother." It reflects: jf^ty

The unity of the Islamic Nations of the earth
is readily becoming an actual reality.

• jn keeping with
this unity and the spirit of brotherhood, the Libyan

. Revolutionary Command Council (RCC) recently announced
the reduction of payment on the $3 million loan made in
May to the Nation of Islam (Muslims in America.)

In an historic September conference between
officials of the Libyan government extended the loan
by spreading payment over the next nine years until
1981. This reduction in payments makes the terms of
the loan more favorable for the young Muslim brother-
hood in America.

The new agreement negotiated in Tripoli,
extends the loan by six years. An earlier agreement
made the loan payable in three years (by 1975) at
the cost of nearly $1 million per year. The current
agreement reduces that cost to about $400,000 per
year.

r
' The reduction naKes it pc. sible for the

money formerly set aside for payments on the loan

to be used to further the cause of Islam among the
ex-slaves in America.

In addition to the new agreement between the
Nation of Islam and Libya, the Libyan Government also
indicated that by June of 1373 payments on the loan nay
be stopped entirely, according to a statement given to
Brother .Tohiffili. Director of Muslim and Arab Foreign
Interests for the Nation oi ~reia™

Libyan Presidej.ddaf>f Libyan President and b^ad of
;ashlr/*Hawadi and ghiek^ubh

l

^flahmoud
the efforts of the Honorao

Col,
the RCC, Jla^or,

were very p. set! wi
Elijah Muhammad and the great..progress he has made in

the .historic teaching of Islam in America

They were very eager*to learn of the purchase
of SS Constantine & Helen Greek Orthodox Church, presently
scheduled for a $2 million renovation, an historical.,
architectural plan that will create in the heart of v

/

Christian imperialistic America such a magnificent eastern

structure that will delight Muslims the world over.^^ i; •
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The RCC were especially pleased t/ith the swift ^
beginning of the University of .Islam in the newly acquired j~

Temple complex. The opening of the school occured less
|than two months from the purchase of the building.

Upon hearing of the great achievements
of the Nation of Islam and the creation of a more
civilized Islam culture for the Muslins in
America, by the Teaching of the Honorable Elijah
Muhammad, the Libyan Government promised more
assistance to the Nation of Islam. This assistance
will be both financial and educational and will
include teachers and books. «

The courageous battle that the Libyan
Revolutionary Command Council has fought to uphold
Xslitv; in Africa, and Asia and throughout the world
is admired by the fast growing brotherhood of
Muslims in America.

Under the leadership of such determined
young statesmen who make up the RCC such as
President Quaddafi, Prime Minister Jalloud and'
Major Bashir Jlawadi a sense of brotherhood and
international harmony is coming to the nations
of North Africa.

Primarily interested in Freedom, Justice
and Equality for the people of the land, these
courageous young men are also determined to break
the back of the .invading Zionists.

The removal of the Zionist shackles and
colonialist plunder brought to these shores by
foreign invaders is heralded as a major break-
through in the spread of Iclam unheard of since
the time of the great Muslim warrior Saladin.
Despite major redevelopment plans at home and
western CIA plots to overthrow Libya, this young
Nation is still playing a major' role in aiding the
developing of Islam in America.

\

13 -
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MS, October 20, 1072, page 7 sets forth an
article titled, ••Qatar aids emerging Muslims in
America." It reflects:

The Nations of the Earth are fast becoming
aware of the fierce struggle for Independence being
waged by the Lost Found Nation of Islam in the United
States. Word of the rise of Islam in America has
spread with great speed across the Islamic world.

The Young Nation of Qatar, a peninsula in
th»» Arabian Gulf, has taken a bold stand *n favor of
the young Muslim Brotherhood in North America.
Qatar's present courage is seen as a reflection of
determination they showed in opposition against
Imperialist Zionist plunder in the Middle East.

This young Nation is very much aware. of what
Independence means to a people. Qatar won its
independence in December of 1971, therefore the people
have not forgotten what it means to suffer under
colonialist terror.

Realizing many of the basic needs of a
-developing nation, the people of Qatar gave the
Lost - Found Nation of Islam, $100,000 last May
to further the education and training of the ex- /sl.ves 1„ America^

/?
r>
.j;LC. <f*</<^

. On a rfecent trip""%o"tfie United States a
delegation from Qatar inspected Muslim Temples and

ols/in NcwYgrk* Philadelphia andCtfcagOw^£^ ^

5s 1 2.̂ 1than i. „>Hfnistey of Finance and Petroieiim and
"Xtuhammad^i 1 . was rocoTvoa* with
Muslim brotherhood in America.

the ruler of Qatar,

r
his aide Mr
groat warmth by the
Shick AbdaUa.is also the soi

tSheik^Khal Ifa >^l tj}l
*
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Sheik Abdalla Aziz expressed great
pleasure upon seeing how wisely the $100,000
aid was used by the Muslims in America. As
they visited the new Temple and Islamic
school they showed their greatest interest
when plans were announced lor the renovation
of the New Mosque. These added features, in
keeping with Islamic architecture and Islamic
culture, will make the beautiful Temple a must
on the list of visiting Muslims from around
the world.

Qatar also pledged to help the
Nation of Islam with the $2 million renovation
plans

.

The delegation also visited the home
of the Honorable Elijah Muhammad, Leader of
the Nation of Islam. Shiek Abdalla Aziz, the
Prince wanted to meet Mr. Muhammad when he was
in the United States in February, 1972, however,
he was called back to his country and was
appointed Minister of Finance and Petroleum at
that time...

MS October 20, 1972, page 15 sets forth
an article titled, "Progressive African youth
group praises Messenger Muhammad." It reflects:

Progressive African youths, members of
the Tr)+'»Y,nn

+'trt"'> 1 v^"»h nr
t
r-.n^.,tun ^*>lpa

(IY0FA) will name their new headquarters, in Lagos,
Niparia, the "Honorable Elijah MuHammad House,"
L.A.XBnTotr"»r secretarv-i?cneral of

y

.the Pr«nrA£.rican_
group\nnounced recently.
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Balogun has been leader in African youtti
movements since he helped found the Pan-African
Youth Organization in 1958. He indicated that he
travelled to the United States for the expressed
purpose of obtaining permission from Messenger
Muhammad to use His name.

The new offices and international
headquarters, for the pioneering African group,
will bear the name of the Messenger of Allah when
construction is completed in 1976...

"For the past four years this organization
has been hearing about The Honorable Elijah
Muhammad and when people who knew Him said 'He is
the Greatest, ' we wanted to know what it was about
this nan."

"We want to send some of our members to
this place (Chicago) to get the teachings of the
Messenger and He has consented," Balogun said.

IYOFA is a consortium of many African
youth organizations including well known groups
like the Pan-African Youth Movement in Senegal.
The Senegalese group is composed of French
Speaking Africans, but IYOFA includes organizations
of English speaking and native language 6peaking
peoples...

Balogun is an extensive traveller, not only
throughout Africa but in Europe and Asia as well.
His most recent international tour took him to many
European nations where he observed boys clubs and
youth organizations.

IYOFA endeavors to be a non-political
group, yet Balogun observed that the youth groups
JLn all the nations he visited are similar in one
.respect, they operate from the same basic philosophy.
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"The YMCA, the Boys' Clubs of America,
and all European groups are all different, but
they all have Christian ideas or mentalities,"
he said.

In Africa, IY0FA has offices in all
independent countries. "Where we see something
lacking in one particular country we start doing
something right away to improve it," the young
diplomat stated.

*'In Kigeria we are building a soccer
stadium, in Ghana table tennis facilities," and
the list of projects, he indicated goes on.

\

- 17
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0*P
MS, January 12, 1973* page 18, seta forth a

column headed "Pay Your Debts" tlgned by "ELIJAH MUHAMMAD
Messenger of Allah" which is as follows

:

"Z do not and the Holy Qor-an and Ood Do Hot
Approve any Muslim as being a good Muslim, that goes and
makes debts (whether it is with the Believers or Infidels)
and then does not pay them. This is against the Law of
Truth and Righteousness of Islam! ' Pay your debts or do
not make theutt"

Radio Broadcast

MS, February 2, 1973, page lit, sets forth
ELIJAH MOHAMMAD'S "fiadio Schedule 11 as follows:
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AKKON, OHIO .

.

AUJENTOWK, PA.
ATLANTA, CA WECO
ATLANTIC QTY, HJ WIDE
AUGUSTA CA WEDW
•ALTlMORE, MD. WGCft
4A1TIMOEE, Mb -.WE3A
AKKSHELD, CAUP. KCEl
•ATOM ROUGE, LA XCKF
«aon. wjsc wgez
•CrfTON, MAS(. WILD
•OSTOM, MASS. ...WUD
SUKALO.N.Y WBLK
•UFfALO. H.V . . WUFO
CKAstom, k.c ...wepi
CHAELESTGM, S.C WPAl
CHESAPEAKE, VA WWOC
CHEST ct, PA .\...WEEZ
CHICAGO, ILL WJDt
OUCA50, BL WEAW
cu&ksvuu, mm. wycx
COUiKSVlUE, VA WRC
•w.v.'.'^ys, chjo :«ryr«
COLUMBIA, S.C ..WCXC
frAUAS, TEXAS XEKF
oanvhae, va . . . : vmc
DENVER, COiOtADO KDKO
MNVtS, COiOXAOO XESF
DCTPOfT, MICH WGtP-FM
OETKMT, MICH. «WCHft
OUSHAM. N.C WSEC
DURHAM. N.C WAR
PUNT, MICH ...WAMM
H. lAUKKCAUL HA .....WFAS
fCESNO, CAUI- KUP
©AOsofcM, Ala. wenn-pm
OAKY, INO WJOi
citrsvsboeo, h.c . .wmoe-fm
CREEHSVttt, MISS. WWA
ettrNwooo, miss. wot*
com* ga ....wato
HAMMOND, MD. .. WJO»
KAMPtOM. VA. WWOC

WEB H SUN.

SUN. 7:00AJA
SAT. P:MAM.
SUN. *00 P.M.
SUN. 10:03 AJA
SUN. IO-.00AM
SAT. 7:30PJA
SUN. 1:00PJA
SUN. fsNAM.
SUH. 9:00AJA
SUN. :00AM
SUN. fcOOPJA
SUN. 4:00 PJA
SUN. 11:30AAA
SUN. 1 fr.30AM.
SUN. 10:00AAA
SUN. 9.00 PJA
SUN. 1 1:00 AM.

1330
mo
1470
1530
!5S2
1930
1S70
1S30
1S10
1S70
107.5
.1440
1410
90.3.
1420
990 SUN., A-00AM.

SUN. S:30 P.M.
SUN. A- IS PJA
SUN. 9:00 PJA.
SUN. 0:30AM
SVti. 4:00 P.M.

SN. fcOOP.M
N: A-30PJA

SUN. 130 AM.
SUN. 9:00 A.M.
SUN. S.30P.M.
SUN. 13:00MOON
SUN. fcSOPJA
SUN. 10:00 AAA
DAAY 3.00 PJA

SUN.' A-00PJA
SUM. 9-JOPAL,
SUN. A-30 PJA
SUN. 9:00PJA
SUN. 11:00AM
SUN. 11:00 AAA
.SUN. S:00P>L
SUN. ft:XIPJA

/ SUN. 11:00AM.

MAITPOKD. CONN. .WKND
HARVEY, Ki. WW

. HOUSTON, TEXAS - XEAF
MMAHAPOUS.IND. WTLC-«A
JACKSON, MISS WOJU

' JACKSON, MISS. XfEP
JACKSON, Mt&S. WXXI
JACKSON, WKC WYLO
JACKSONVEtf. RA. WHRC
JACKSONVILLE, PLA ...... .WEED
KANSAS CITY, MO. KWKI-fM
KANSAS OTY. MO. .'. XEEf
KENT, OHIO WUC-WA
KNOXV1LU, TENN WW
LANCASTER, PENN. WOO
LAS VICAS. NEV. . . .

.

: KVOV
• UTTLE ROCK, ARK WWA
tmU SOCK. ASK. .KAtO
UTTtf ROCK. ABK. XEtf
IDS AMGEUS, CAUF. .. .KTYM-PM
IDS ANO&CS. CAUP. .. .KTYM-TM
to: Aiisars, caup. ...ktym-pm

1 LOS ANOEIES, CAUP, . . -KYTM-FM
LOS ANGELES. CAUP. .. -KTYM^M

• IDS ANGELES, CAUP. .. .KTYM-PM
loutsviae, *y. wiou
MEMHOS, TENN WWA

. MAITINSVKUE, VA WRC
• MEMPHIS, TENN.. WWA
. MIAMI, PSA WFAS

MILWAUKEE, WISC ..... .WAWA
• MILWAUKS.WISC .. .WAWA-PM

. MiNNEAPOUS, MINN. - .. ,,.KUXL
MONROE, LA MM
MUMKE.IND. ....... .....WUJC
MUEPSEESOtOe, TENN. . . WVOt
NASHVILLE, TENN. WVCH,
NEWARK. HJ. ...... ;,...WtNX

. KEWP02T NEWS, VA. ::

.

.WAOC
MEWBUftC, RV. .v.t....WPMN

V NEW HAVEM, CONN. . WYtC-FM
»• NEW OHEANS, LA. . ..*.; ..'.WYLO

1400
«J
1S70
102.T
1430
*A1
1330
1070
1250
1SP0
103«
103.*
10J.P
103.91
103.P
103 »
1350
1070

JSPO
102.1

1S70

1400
103

P4.3

«AT. 7.30PJA
SUN. ItOCPJA
SUN. S-.30PAA
SUN. A30PJA
SUN. 10.30 AAA
SUN. IX30PJA
SUN. Ac30PJA
SUN. fcOOPJA
SUN. •MAJA
SUN.. 9:00AAA
SUN. 11:00AJA
SUN. 4:30AAA
SUN. A-30PJA
SUN. 7>O0PJA
SUN. 1Q-O0AAL
SAY. 7:30 AJA '

SUN. 11:00AM.
SUN. 11:00AM
SUN. 10: IS AJA
SUN. 4c30PJA

SUES. 10:00PJA
9m>. i«v<y>p.M
«ttS. 10:00PJA
m. 10:00PJA

SUN. 7*0AJA
SUN. 13-.30 AAA
SUN. 11:00AAA
SUN. A30 AJA
SUN. 11*0AJA
SUN. A-06AJA

SUN. *00PJA
SUN. A-09PJA
SUN. A30PJA
SUM. laSOAJA
SUN. 9:00PJA
SUN. feOOFJA
SUN. *30PJA
SUM. SlsCCAJC

7:30AM.
SAT.

940 SUES. • AOOPJA

- 21 -
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NEW CHILEANS, IA. „ XEKF 1570
HEW tOW. M.Y WSNX 13W
NORFOLK. VA. ..WWOC 1400
OAKLAND. CAlff KQZD IJJ
OKLAHOMA CITY. OKIA. . . .KTJl-FM f».»
OKLAHOMA OIY, OKIA. XEKF 1570
KTfPStUSG. VA. . . . .WANT *»
PINE BLUFF, AKK WttA 10<0
PHILAT-ELPHIA, PA. WHAT 1340
UNEWUFF.AWC KCAT fSJO
mrtsuncH.ru. ...wAMO-fM to«
fOS1lAN0,OC6EON KOAk 1550
PXtttSMOUTH, VA. WWOC 1400'

. PtOVIDEUCE. M. WILD IWtf
•AlUGH, N.C. .*. WJUJE $70
KAMNO. PA. *GC& M.I

- tJCHMOND, VA. ...WANT 990
SAN ANTONIO, TtXAS KAPE MM.
SANtKEGO.CAUF. XCGM 107
SAN FtANOSCO. CAUF. KOE0 U S

, SEATTLE WASH *YAC 14*0
SEATUE, WASH ,. . . .KYAC-FM «J
SHAeoN.OHK> wnc-fM tw.»

• SKSSrVSiS, TENK. WV«. «7C
SOUTH KN0, WD WJVA MM
SPIfMGHBD, MASS. ... WHVY -FM W.7

• ST.IOUIS.MO KVW mo
ST.lOUIS.MO XCTf 1J70
TAUADCSA, ALA : . . .WENN-fM
TAMfA. HA. WRA-fM
TEXAMANA, ARK. KADO-FM 107.1
YEXAtKANA, TEX KAPO-FM 107.1
TUSCALOOSA. ALA. WENN-FM

-.. TUSCAiOCSA, ALA. XEtf H70 SUM tfcJOPJ*.
TYIEK. TEXAS . ......I KEIF »70 SUN. «*30PJA,

2 VKkSeUBO, MISS. . . WWA 1070 SUN. 1 1:00 A.M.
. -VMGiNIA BEACH, VA. WWOC 1400 «IR llsOOAJUL
. VINELANO, HJ WDVl 1270 SUN. SsOOPJ*.
'TOM. PA. .... . .WGCS-FM 04.1 SAT. »:*0AJ*.
-VOUKOSTOWN, OHIO WPIC-fM 103.* SUN. 7:00P.M.
WASWNGTON, OX. WOOK 1*40 fUN. lUOfJ*.

. WTTCHITA. KAN. ........ .KMUW-FM #9.1 SAT. 1:30 PAL.
C . '.mi.t , . t .

SUN, fcSOPJA,
SUN. fcSOPJ*.
SUN. 1 1:00 AJ*.
SUN. 0:00 PJ*.
SUN. S.00 PJ*.
SUN. 7:30 P.M.
SUN. 10:00 A.M.
SUN. 11:00 A.M.
SUN. 0:00 PJ*.

SUN. 7:00 PJ*.

SUN, 7:00 » J*.

SUN. >.»0 AJ*.
SVN. 11:00 AJ*.
SUM. A-45 AJ*.
SUK. 10:30 AJ*.
SAT. 7:30 AJA,
SUN. KtOO A.M.

, SUN. SsSOPJA.
SUN. ftSOAJ*.

'

SUN. P-.OOPJ*.

SUN. 10:03 A.M.
SUN. 10:00 A.M.
SUN. 7:00 P.M.
V.KH. 0:03 PJ*.
SUN. +.00 PJ*.
SUN. 10:00 AJ*.

'

SUN. 0:00 A.M.
SUN. fcSOPJA.
SUN. ».MPJ*.
SUN. IfeSSPJ*.
SUN. 7<00PJA
SUM. 7:00 PJ*.

22* .
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/» Reply, Pimue Rtftr to

ED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AfiTrCE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Chicago, Illinois

ELIJAH FOOLS

Character EXTREMIST MATTER - HATION OP ISLAM
(KEY EXTREMIST)

Reference Chicago report of Special Agent
fHflQHHal^aWlated end captioned
as above. ^m

All sources (except any listed below) whose identities are concealed
in referenced communication have furnished reliable information in the past.

TAi* document contain* neither recommendatiant nor eonclut itsnt of the FBI. h h the property

of the FBI and it loaned to your a£c>icy; it and tla conical* arc not tr> be distributed auttide yomr
agency .



-FBI

Dote 3/6/73

Tiansmit the fallowing In .
/Type InpJajalexl «r code)

HRTU
(Priority)

r

8

FROM

I®
Re Chicago nitel dated 2/26/73.

Enclosed for tbe Bureau, Houston, Newark, New
York, WFO are 11, 1, 1, 3, and 2 copic^ respectively
of an LHM relating to ELIJAH MUHAMMAD * s speech at the
Annual Muslim Convention 2/26/73, in Chicago, Illinois.

1 ACTING DIRECTOR, FBI (25-330971)

: SAC. CHICAGO (157-5378)

NATION OF ISLAM
(ANNUAL MUSLIM CONVENTION)
EM-NOI

0> [ureau (Snc. 11) (RM)O
- 105-24822 (ELTJAXI1IH2.

105-231508 (LIBYAN DELEGATION TO FEDERATION OF
' ISLAMIC OliGANIZATION CONVENTION IN

NEW YORK CITY (LDIFO)
1 - 157-2668 (HANAFI AMERICAN MUSSULMAN'S RIFLE AND

PISTOL CLUB, WASHINGTON, B.C. (HAKRPC)
1 - Houston (Enc. 1) (157-JOE TEX) (Info) (EH)
1 - Newark (Enc.l) (157-CASSIUS CLAY) (Info) (RM)
3 - New York (Enc. 3) (Info) (RH)

1 - 157-5139 (HOI)
3 - 157- (LOUIS FARRAKHAN)
1 - 105- (LDIFO)

2 - TfFO (Enc. 2) (Info) (RM)
1 - 157-2955 (NOI)
1 - 157-5262 (HAKRPC) •

Ch

- 1 - 157-5366 (ELIJAH MUHAW
1- 157-6491 (JOHN 21X GARRISON)

1 - 157-5574 (ALBERT 8X THOMPSON)
1 - 157-8351 (HAMRPC) »S MAR 2lt«5

Approved;
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL B0BEAU OF IKVESTICATIOK .

- Chicago, Illinois
March 6, 1073 -r.

KATION OP ISLAM
(AKKUAL MUSLIttXOW?EKTIQN)

The Nation of Islam is an til-black cation-
vide organization headquartered at Muhatanaid's
Temple 2, 7351 South Stony Island Avenue, Cbicnpc,
Illinois, under the guidance of Elijah liuharoaad,
self-styled Messenger of Allah" and only divinely
appointed loader of the black race in the United
States. Its purpose is separation of the black
Ban .from the "devil" (white race) through establish-
ment of a bl::ck nation, Follorors are instructed
;to obey the" lews of the land if they do not conflict
3»ith 1*01 lovg and not to cr.rry won pons but ar© to
'defend KOI officials, their property, tromcn ond

- -tltotu&elveB if attacked at all costs and are to • V
take tteapons away froft their attackers and use

—-suae on tb3 attacker.

^Thisldocittsent contains neither recowj5*»ndations nor con-
-elusions* of th3 Tbl. It is the props:: ty of ths> TOX aud
i« -Idithoi: to your agency; it a art its contents are not 4"
to be distributed outside your agency. .
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RATION OF ISLAM
{ANNUAL KUSLIM CONVENTION) ,~

^ |*JJ

Page 2 sets forth excerpts from tbe 1st.
Part of Elijah Muhammad's Savior's Day Address,
February 2G, 1973. Set forth below are statements 1

made by Kuhamroad:

In the Kara© of Allah to Whom all Pro Ibos
are due forever, the Lord of the Worlds. Brothers and

' Sisters, I'm bo happy to see your smiling faces, who
have come from far and near today to help us give
thanks to Almighty God Allah, Who came In the Person
of Master Fard L'uhammad to Whom praises are due forever....

j ....Follow this ican Who is God In person.
\ He says to me, that His father was a very Black man

and His mother was a white woman. Re said that His
5 father knew He (the father) could not be successful
j in coming into a solid white country, and He was a

solid Black man.

So He said "I will go make me a Son and
X will send my Son among: them looking like them.
My Son, they will think He is one of them and He
wilVfind our lost people."....

— He said to me that His father married this
woman and the first child that she bore for Him was
a girl. He (His father) said. "Oh, I missed that time.
So He made another try and that was Him (the Saviour).
And He was so careful of Him, that Be bad to be sent
among the' Western people, the Caucasian people. Of
course Caucasian is their name too, but their real
name is the devil. "

It is not mockery for me to stand here and
call this people devils because that's what they are.
If any mockery should be done it should be done to us.
If what we have made or cre&ted then tbe God of the
Black man would bo responsible for the mockery. They
didn't make therasolves we made them. You (kivo no
right to be saying that your son is no gooes far i#you
made it no good don't blame that that you m|de j^T good
for bein^ no good......

- 7 -



U J

1TATI0N OF ISLAM
(AKKUAL MUSLIM CONVECTION)

Black nan is a created man and the nan that 18 ••'

called white Is a made nan from the Black nan. Bo, since
the white people were made from the Black people and now
what was the purpose? It was the purpose to bring out
of the Black man that which he didn't know wae in him.
And that which existed in him, could be made, If given
a form and given the knowledge of the Blackman, could
rule the Blackman. For a certain number of years until
a greater one than he has been produced

We have today another people, white people who
could be made from us. As we stand now, regardless of
how white the germ Is we still contain the germ. This
is why we do funny (acts) because the germ is still In
us.

So the great scientist by thi* name of Yacub,
be brought it out of us and gavo the germ a form and
then taught that form his wisdom and told this made
nan: 'Go forth, be faithful, work fast you've got
six days. And after that six days, on the seventh
day ,your brother, coming from the East, is going to
eat you up. '

Ur. Yacub, this Black scientist, maker of tbo
white man was no fool by any means, just because He
made an enemy for us. This made us still greater, to
know that in us was the germ of a whole race of people
that we could form and teach them and then to make
them rule the 'teacher for a certain period of time
until we could produce one greater thau him.

Today our subject is, "A Snvic 1n .hnrnr*'
A Saviour out of the germ of tbo unhunan family,
made partly from the race of Yacub and p.*urtly from
His ovnj just for the purpose to save you and me...

All praise is duo to Allah to have a
Saviour born, A people that were rejected and
despised, called out of your nnmes. The enemy runs
in front of yon, to ma!:e enemies for you. But you
go to war with him to fight for his freedom to
exist and control and rule the Black man.



Q 7

KAT10N OF ISLAM
{AKNUAL MUSLIM CONVENTION)

He Is there to «ake mockery of you* and tell
people that you are not fit to be a member of better
society, isn't that some nan to fight for? You are
fighting an enemy to rule you, then he makes mockery
of you, tells his friends that you are not fit to .

Join their society.

"Muhammad Speaks" Is self described
as published weekly by Muhammad's Temple
2 in Chicago.

•^Chicago Today" 5 star final edition,
Pebruary 27, 1973, page 13, sets forth a photograph
and accompanying article which reflects Elijah
Muhammad, ago 75, addressed some 10,000 followers
yesterday in Chicago and stated, "On February 6
a Savior was born. I am the one. A Savior is~"to
deliver you from your enemies and destroy those
who have destroyed you."

"Chicago Today" is a daily newspaper
published in Chicago'.'
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

0% f** ^"*.

c*S VlD

VBtr2/B/73. Chicago.

Removal from ADEX («ummary attached)* r

r.FBKBnnie 105-24822 I DATE- 3/7/73

4 157-5366 >

.

sac, CHICAGO

suMect: XLIJAH POOLI, aka
tai-KQI . __

>Je ^ N Reference: report Of BA

^ •^wcanofend: CB faclueion in ADEX (summary attached)*

| O Removal from ADEX (summary attached)

f
rT

\ ['' \ Changes in ADEX card Upecdfy chance only) ^ -|
* Abstract required.

| )
Supplemental page attached.

OMilt
Peatale

White O E

Other

Citizenahip

U.8, O Alien -

Place of Birth

Residence Addieaa <

Employment

icnpation:

.

Pino A Addreaa:

.

Type of Activity (Check principal activity only)

_f_{(BEX) Black Extremist

I

—

\ (CMC) Communist (pro-Chinese)

(CMS) Communist (pro-Soviet)

f—1 (CMT) Communist (Trotakyist)

(FRN) Foreign Affiliation -

<PRN) Puerto Rican Nationalist

r~l (REV) Revolutionary (MSC> Miscellaneous

Q Place in Unavailable Section

Missing

CM of Country

[ I Imprisoned

I—| Remove from Unavailable Section

. »MAR 9 1973 I
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XUJAH POOLK, also known as ELIJAH MUHAMMAD, im"i^j0r^-
leader of the Nation of Islam proclaiming himself to be the

Messenger of Allah and leader of the black man in Morth
t feft ?c

America. . .. ^ v iW? . ^ '
\-

MUHAMMAD formulates all policies, programs and teachings

in th? Nation of Islam, an all-black, anti-white group that is

nationwide in scope, and whose membership has been Involved an

numerous acts of violence throughout the United States over the

years and whose male membership is taught that while they are

not to carry arms, they are to defend MOI officials, property,

women, and themselves, to the death if necessary, and are to

disarm any attacker and use the attacker's weapon on that person.

He conducts his activities out of his residence, 4847 South
.

Woodlawn Avenue, Chicago, Illinois, and through Muhammad's

Temple 2, 7351 South Stony Island Avenue, Chicago, headquarters

of the Nation of Islam.

It is felt MUHAMMAD should be on theADEX. r
>J

~

ADDENDUM; INTELLIGENCE DIVISION V19/73 TT:bl

Elijah Muhammad Is a 75-year-old Negro male, who
has been the leader of the Nation of Islam for 40 years. Bis
organization today has 120 units, or mosques, throughout the
U. S. and 3 mosques In nearby foreign countries. Membership
approximates 7000 hardcore members. At the recent Annual Muslim
Convention about 13,500 blacks were present. Under his leader-
ship and teaching the MOI seeks a separate black nation and
considers all whites to be "devils. * While officially disclaiming
any aggressive acts by HOI elements under his control, violence
has « erupted between the NOI and dissidents, and adversaries,
at a regular rate. The highly disciplined, all-male Fruit
of Islam of the KOI wold no doubt immediately undertake any action
ordered by Muhammad. Muhammad's hate-filled teachings and the
veil established violence-prone nature of the grouphe leads,
certainly indicate a willingness and capability on his part
to engage In actions dangerous to the national security.
Accordingly, he is being Included in ADEX.





0

P
femrai bureau or iwbdcaW
COMMUNICATIONS SECTON

NR020 C6 CODED

<4l5PN IHEL 5/7/73 EON

TO ACTING DIRECTOR CI05-24822)

SAM FRANCIS^ C 15 7- NEW)

FROM CHICAGo/<i57-33S€> 2P

Elijah Muhammad, en - noi.

670

4
•MUHAMMAD SPEAKS" 3/11/73, PAGE 27, REFLECTS

MUHAMMAD* S UNIVERSITY OF ISLAM, NUMBER 26

SPONSORING A THIRD ANNUAL EDUCATIONAL BANQUET 5/13/73

AT MASONIC AUDITORIUM, SAN FRANCISCO, AND THAT PRINCIPLE

SPEAKER WOULD BE MINISTER ABPUL^ARRIEH. ^
END PAGE ONE 1

'

Adm. datadeleted*
9TW



ADMINISTRATIVE

RE SA1 FRANCISCO TELETYPE TO ACT 116 DIRECTOR

AND CHICAGO 5/7/73.

for mformatioi sab francisco, it is believed

abdul karriem is probably xdeitical to hiiister

of muhammad's temple, £7 los aigeles, california,

end
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Transmit the following in

FBI

Date: S/8/73

-1

i J

I
i

-4

Via. AIBTBL

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

/Type < plmiUtMt or code) ^
(Priority) |

'

ACTINGVlRBCToir FBI (105-24822) *

SAC, CHICAGO (157-5366)

ELIJAh POOLE , aka
EM - HOI

Re Phoenix airtel to the Director, cc Chicago, dated
4/30/73, titled "NATION OF ISLAM, KM - NOI".

Chicago has no Information available indicating
ELIJAH MUHAMMAD has ever used the nane ABDUL MOHAMMAD.

~*\ CONTAINEDLEAD

PHOENIX

A.ALL INFO!

Hi

DAI
PHOENIX. ARIZONA . Requested to recontac™ ana ascertain if this nane could be In error

!o someone else. If possible, review the report
to determine the basis for stating ELIJAH MUHAMMAD was using
the name ABDUL MOHAMMAD.

ST-TJ6

C 2-JL Bureau (RM)V
-*T - Phoenix (105-5593) (RM)

Chicago
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FEDER PyREAU OF IN^STIGATiON

3iF»o*TiNe orricc

CHICAGO .

TITLE OF CASE

HJJAI^JdOLE, aka

erneipreMsiN
QC'i

CHICAGO

VCATItATIVC M«OD

HAY 2Z 19731 2/2/73 - 6/11/73
NERORT MADE ai

SATS.

EM - HOI (KEY EXTREMIST)

'

V~

«o%r/ J

REFERENCE: Chicago report of SA

A CHICAGO

>\/ AT CHICAGO, ILLINOIS . Reference is made to Phoen ij^irtelv to the Actios Oirector» copy to Chicago, dated April 30. 1973.
titled "Katinn nf TcUn, KM - Vf>T" wh< fttJ '

'

ACCOMPLISHMENTS CLAIMED QWOKE ACQUIT- CAM MA* »SCN1
CON VIC. auto-I roc. MECPVENIE* TALS

RffNDtMC OVER OKC TtM 1 >MO
••ENOINS RROSCCUTIOM

Ovid mx month* rirn r*Uio

•RtctAi. icr.MT
t>0 HOT WRITE IN SPACES BELOW

CO*lC« MADEl

b)- Bureau (105-24822) (RIO
- 0. S. Secret Service, Chicago

(Via courier)
1 - Phoenix (105-5593) (Info) (RM)
2 - Chicago (157-536G)

« MAY 2KI97J

KC-5S

ST-112



CG 157-5366

Chicago airtel to the Acting Director, copy *o
Phoenix, titled "ELIJAH POOLE, aka, EM - KOI," dated May 8, v~,

1973, requested Phoenix to recontactflHHP&nd ascertain If
the name ABDUL MOHAMMAD Is correctly referred to as being an
alias of ELIJAH MUHAMMAD as Chicago has had no information _
which vould indicate ELIJAH MUHAMMAD has ever used that name.

Chicago will continue to follow the activities of
ELIJAH MUHAMMAD and report pertinent developments.

ADMINISTRATIVE

Attached are two copies of an FD-376.

A copy of this report is being furnished U. S.
Secret Service, Chicago, In accordance with the agreement between
the FBI and that agency relating to the protection of the
President of the United States and other governmental
officials.

A copy of this report is being furnished Phoenix for
information as MUHAMMAD maintains a residence in that city.

INFORMANTS

~ B - l/v

COVER PAGE /
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^TT-'X STATES DEPARTMENT t^JUFTICE -
im VJderal bureau of invcstkI^bn^) ^

1 - U. S. Secret Service, Chicago, Illinois <?ia courier)

ftcpOft ab SA
I

°" MAY 22 1973
Fl«ld Offkc Flf« #157-5366

TaW, . ELIJAH POOLF

fe7C Chicago

ftmoiFiltf. 105-24822

APPROPRIATE AGKtCIBS
AKD FIFLD OFFICES
AT/.M FY HOUJIHQ
SLIP .-s; CF_
DATE flff

EXTREMIST MATTERS - NATION OF ISLAM

ELIJAH MUHAMMAD, true name ELIJAH POOLE, resides at 4847 South
Woodlawn Avenue, Chicago, Illinois. He is leader of the
Nation of Islam (NOI) claiming to be the Messenger of
Allah and only divinely appointed leader of the black Ban
in North America. He formulates and/or approves all
teachings, policies, and programs in the NOI. In 1973
MUHAMMAD made public statements as follows: The white «an
is the devil. The white man is the black man's enemy.
On February £ a Savior was born. I am the one. In aid-
January, 1973, the leader of the Hanafi American Mussulman,
Washington, D.C., publicly stated ELIJAH POOLE was
responsible for the murder of seven members of bis family
and. the critically wounding of two others, adding same
was retaliation for letters he had wri
deceit practiced by ELIJAH POOLE

1

MUHAMMAD* s Radio
{

Schedule set forth. Two new books by MUHAMMAD , "The
"

Fall of America" and "How to Eat to Live—Book Number 2,™
published and available to. public.

DETAILS:
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NATION OF ISLAM

The Nation of Islam (NOI) is an all-black
nationwide organization headquartered at Muhammad's
Temple 2, 7351 South Stony Island Avenue, Chicago,
Illinois, under the guidance of ELIJAH MUHAMMAD,
sel'f-styled "Messenger of Allah" and only divinely
appointed leader of the black race in the United
States, Its purpose is separation of the black
aian from the "devil" (white race) through
establishment of a black nation. Followers are
instructed to obey the lavs of the land if they
do not conflict wL th NOI laws and not to carry
weapons but are to defend NOI officials, their
property, women and themselves if attacked at all
costs and are to take weapons away from their
attackers and use same on the attacker.

3 -
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CG 157-5366 Mm
"Chicago Today, M five-star final edition, February 55:

27, 1973, Page 13, sets forth a photograph and accompanying ;#?r :

article which reflects ELIJAH MUHAMMAD, age 75, addressed
some 10,000 followers yesterday. In Chicago and stated **Q» f:

'

'

February 6 a Savior was born. I am the one. A Savior is
to deliver you from your enemies and destroy those who have
destroyed you,"

"Chicago Today" is a daily newspaper pub-
lished in Chicago, Illinois.

Excerpts of ELIJAH MUHAMMAD' s speech at the AMC,
February 26, 1973, appeared in "Muhammad Speaks" (US),
March 9, 1973, Page 2, and in MS, March 16, 1973, Page 3.
These excerpts in essence were the same as the statements
made by ELIJAH MUHAMMAD which are set forth above,

MS newspaper is self-described in its
various issues as published weekly by MT 2 in
Chicago.

MS, May 11, 1973, Page 16, sets forth an article
entitled "The Black Man must know the Truth" by ELIJAH MUHAMMAD.
It reflects:

<

THE BLACK MAN MUST KNOW THE TRUTH. The Lack
of -Knowledge of the TRUTH Is the greatest hold-
back of the Black Man ever since the white man was
put in authority to rule the nations of the earth;
especially, the Black Man.

FOR the last 6,000 years the white race
deprived the Black Man of the knowledge of the
TRUTH of both nan and mankind. We cannot blame
the white man for not revealing, or teaching,
that which the white race was NOT made of,
(the truth). Nor can we blame the white man for
NOT DOING that which he was NOT ORDERED (By Allah)
to do.

THERE are many people who take the white race
wrongly. And they charge the white race with u
many things, wrongly. It is wrong to charge *\-„

the white race with NOT teaching the TRUTH, for ^ r
the white race was not made to teach, TRUTH. \
Therefore we cannot accuse them for not teaching >-

the truth. -

- 8 - r
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' THE white nan taught that which by nature he
was Bade to teach—and that is falsehood--he was
aiade to cause bloodshed among the people and to

~ Bake aischief in the land. The white Ban does
these things.

THE white Ban lives up to what he was Bade'
to do. The white Ban does not disobey the natuxe
in which he was made, and what he was Bade FOR.

IT IS WE, THE BLACK MAN, who try to force
the white Ban into doing that which the white Ban
was not made to do, and then the Black man makes
the white man blameable for it. This is wrong
for us to do a thing like this.

Our trying to force the white man to do
that which is against his nature to do, and then
our blaming him for not going against his
nature—this is due to our not having the know-
ledge of the white race.

STOP accusing the white man of NOT doing
that which he is NOT supposed to do! I think
the white man has plenty to be accused of DOING,
that he was NOT made to do.

WHAT I am trying to do is to give Justice
to whom Justice is due. Often-times we charge
the white man with that which by nature he WAS
NOT made to do; and that which by nature he WAS
made to do. The white man is not to blame for
doing that thing which is by nature, himself.

IF/when the white man kills; killing is what
he was made for. If/when the white man lies;
lying is what the white Ban was Bade for. IfAhen
the white man teaches and does indecent acts;
that is what the white man was made for.

WE, the Black People are the Righteous; and
we should not let evil-doing affect us, since we,
by nature, were made Righteous.
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But, the white man deceived our Black
parents when he brought our Black parents to the
Western Hemisphere; cut off our ties of our
Black People, to us; and then forced us to do .

his (white man's) bidding....

WE, the Black People, must DO that which by
nature we are created to do; then we will be
doing that which by nature is ourself . This is
the main basis of the teaching of KNOW THYSELF,
which is the Truth that is bound up in you and me,
by nature, Truth is NOT in the white man.

BUT, on the other hand, we the Black People
were created in THJTH. And, then, on the other
hand, we made ourselves an enemy (white man).
The white man is not his own maker. We (Black
Man) made the white man. We the Black People are
to blame forhaving the white man Lure, among us,
raising hell and doing everything contrary to
Truth and Righteousness.

.

THE LIMITED TIME of his Stay, among us is
because we will not tolerate with falsehood,
forever. So, the white man's time was limited to
6,000 years—until the Coming of God in Person,
Who is Referred to by many Names. This Man (God
in Person) Has Arrived and this is why the change
of everything i6 Taking Place; Allah (God) Will
Not 'do His Work according to the way that the
white race has been doing their work to keep their
world going on;' they and their world are going out.

The white race and their word must be brought
to an end By Him, (Allah) so that He Can Start
on His World, because His World is a Completely
Different World from the world that we see that
has been made by Yakub's made man (white race)....

10
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III, VIOLENCE - FACTIONALISM

j. Banafi Herders, Washington, P.C. , January 18, 1973 *

FRUIT OF ISLAM ,

The Trait of Islam (FOI) is * military
type group within the Nation of Islam (NOI) composed
of adult male members. Members are not to carry
weapons but are instructed to protect KOI officials,
property, women and themselves at all costs if
attacked and to take weapons away from their attackers
and* use same on them. They receive Instruction in
judo and karate.
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The"Chicago San-Times" January 22,
1973, four star final edition, page 4 reflects
the Snnni Muslims are divided into several
sects, one of then being the Banafi Muslims,
a group that leaves thenselves free to interpret
the teachings of the (Prophet) MOHAMMED; that
the Banafi Muslins have no direct connection
With ELIJAH MUHAMMAD's black Muslims; that after MALCOLM
X was shot to death nost of his supporters re-
formed Into such groups as the Banafi.

The "Chicago Sun-Times** . is a dally
newspaper published in Chicago.

**Webster*s New Collegiate Dictionary* reflects:

8unna, Sun*nan - the theory end
practice of Orthodox Islam.

Sunnite - one of a Moslem sect who
acknowledge the first four caliphs to be the
rightful successors of moiiamukd.

- 12 -
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ae of the material io the past three issues' of Al-Isla:a havc^refJLected the Islamic Partes
sitioo on Elijah Ktfhjyr/^'I and his organization, co^only known as the "Black Muslims".

]
e expositions given heretofore have all had the foundations in the Koly Qur'an and sayipgi

Prophet Kuhomxsd Ibn Abdullah (S) , clearlyr demonstrating by these unquestionable sour- *

s that the organisation of Elijah Muhammad does not represent Islair.. Rather Elijah Mu-
rruc is a deceiver* of Black folk and is using the noble name of Islam as his catch word.

e Islamic Party has taken chis national position in order to maintain the integrity
If'^a and in behalf of chc entire- Mug lim community-world wide. Strangely, there are a
w vho^beiieve that this is not a correct reflection of the Islamic law. This poll is be,-

g/wpPituted in order to demonstrate loud and clear; that Muslims understand Islam and are
cracing under a unity of thought on the subject of these misrepresencatives and distorters
the Islamic faith.

e poll is designed to express the feelings of Che Muslim nation in the U.S. The thou-
nds of Muslim readers ofAl-Islam are requested co indicate either their support of the
lamic Party's position or their disagreement with it, and if there is some disagreement ^
y sc. After filling the poll ticket in please send it in immediately. Tell your friends

~

also send it. in. <

—\ D- Ycs » * support the Islamic Party's position on Elijah Muhammad and his
* followers

Qjt) Q- No I do r.ot support The Islamic Party's position on Elijah Muhammad and
his organization.
If No why? (Use Qur'nn and Sur.nah as sources)

ie Islamic Party feels chis noil is significant because Muslims have not effectively
idn their stand on Elijah Muhammad known, and unfortunately this could be misconstrued
: Crchocc::. Muslim. cup?crc for the rcisrepresentatives ef.Isl*:a 4 Jp order to dispel this
f^ft.'of coti'c'ejfc wo request* chat all .Muslims., cooperate and send" In their poll tickets. ,

cr.vca"and eddressss n:ed r.ct be induced. .
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MAl~Islam, the Islamic Movement
journal, is self-described as published by
Islamic Party Publications, The Islamic Party
in North America, National Headquarters, 10]_"S
Street, N.V. , Washington, D.C.

"Al-Islam", Winter 1, Volume 2, page
16 sets forth the following:



The Islamic Party in North America is en ideological party in the widest sense
and not a r.crc political party or a r< ligious or social reform organisation. It isv-^-

bi3cd on the fina convict5.on that Inlan is an all pervading and comprehensive "Order""
of Life" vhich it intends to proculgate and translate into action in all spheres of
hunan life. The Party believes that the root cause of all troubles in nan's life is
his forgetfulncss of Allah (Cod) Almighty, his disregard of Divine Guidance as re-
vealed through the Prophets and his lack of concern for being accountable for his
deeds in the Hereafter. A3 ,a trotter of fact, wherever and whenever any type of evil
has plagued htrr.en life, this very deviation from Allah has been the main cause of -

trouble. No schetse of re'fortn in human affairs can bear fruit unless and until
Obedience to Allah, belief in Kan's accountability after death and adherence to the
Divine Guidance as revealed through the Prophets ire sincerely and actually made the
basis of the entire edifice of hunsn life. With-it bringing about this fundamental^
change, every attempt to reform society on the basis of any of the materialistic
eepts of justice (Racism, Nationalism, Capitalism, Communist-Marxisn, etc.) will cmy
result in other forms of injustice. ifj

J The Islamic Party is not a nationalistic party either. Its Ideology transcends
11 geographical boundaries and encompasses the welfare of the whole wprld and all

]
nsnkind. This is why historically and today the Islamists have been and are in the!
forefront of the struggle for huwan freedom and dignity, _ . x
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B. Property

The records of the District of Columbia Real
Estate Assessment and Tax Rolls for tho Fiscal Year 1973
reflect:

Tbe property at 1122 Staples Street, N.E.,
Washington, D.C, , which is on square number 4068,
lot number 45, is owned by ELIJAH MUHAMMAD. The land is valued
at $2,310 while the building is valued at $8,030,

J3/5/73)

- The records of Cass County, Michigan, reflect
ELIJAH 1IUJIA1.SIAD, Sr. , and sons are owners of 100 acres In
Calvin Township.

3/21/73)

C; Miscellaneous

IIS, April 20, 1973, page 17, sets forth an
article entitled:

"Thank you to Muslins for saviour*s Cay Glfts«
by ELUAn tfUTIAMMAD. It reflects:

I, thank the Muslims, both nationally and inter-
nationally for the great Saviour's Day Gifts to ne and to ay
followers.

I received some of the nicest gifts that X have
ever received in ray life from my followers, on Saviour's
Day. They were tho nicest gifts that X have ever received *:

from anyone, in my life. _ _
- 23 -
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I received many expensive gifts. At this writing,
I have on a shirt that is so expensive - it is the most ffr

-

expensive shirt that I have ever had on ay back, in my life! ' *
And my back feels odd with such fine shirt on! ' > :'f

'

X would not have bought such fine shirt, if I had , 1
received the money from you. I would not have put the money
in that fine a shirt, as the price of the shirt could have
bought a suit of clothes, for one (smile)...

THE BEAUTIFUL JEWELS. of which X never did care
too much for Jewels, but X love the fine and the great jewels,
which you gave to me, In the way of a Saviour's Day Gift.

AND the suits of clothes that you gave to me. 1
do not know who slipped and measured me while I was asleep,
but whoever measured me, they were expert. O, Brother, X do
not know how to thank you. . .even to socks and ties.. .It Is
wonderful!

ALL the way down from dress clothes, to pajamas,
to. automobiles. What love... I could never forget you as long
as X live, for such Saviour's Day Blessing.

WHEN it came to cash. ..you were so great!;. X could not
imagine you having so much cash to give to me and the
Nation's Temples and followers. But, you did it!...

ONE of the greatest donations that I have received
in the way- of a Saviour* s Day Gift... it is a donation from
the prisoners of our kind, who are bound.

X NEVER in my life, thought that prisoners would come
up with such help to free Black Brothers and Black Sisters!
But, we were given presents out of the prison bouses. # .presents
from those who are bound!...
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MS, May 11, 1973, page 3, set forth an article
entitled "Social Workers* Group Honors Muhaouaad" dateline
Mew York. Zt reflects:

The Honorable ELIJAH HUHAlSfAD was awarded the
^National P*j?\nrt**\™ a**f^i w~rv»FffL ($J&Sjti\
/ National Service AwarjJ^nr 1872* at the Plenary Session,
" Of that organization during its fifth Annual Convention
here. • The thousands of social workers present rose to their
feet ftnd loudly applauded the announcement of the award
to the Messenger of Allah,

THE K£BSW'8 National Service Awards are In recognition
of "contributions to the liberation and struggles of Afro-

Araericans£ and in appreciation of what the recipients have done
In the past, are doing in the present and will do in the
future." .

The article reflects the award was accepted on behalf
of MUZIAUMAD by one of his representatives.

C« Radio Broadcasts

MS, May 11, 1973, page 14 sets twth ELIJAH
ttUHA&MADVs Radio Schedule as follows:

- 25 -
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LJ»|lJUNWD STATES department OF

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

1^1

m*Ko. CG 157-5366
Chicago, Illinois

MAY 2z 1973

Title ELIJAH POOLE

Character EXTREMIST MATTERS - NATION OF ISLAM

Reference Report of Special Agent \

^Idated and captioned as above.

AH sources (except any listed below) whose identities are concealed
in referenced communication have furnished reliable information in the past.

Thit document ennlain* neither recommendation* nor canef»*ionft of I lie Pftf. It U the property
nf Ifn' h'HI aid ic htaned fa »««/ oricnr.y; it and it* content* are not to he dittrfouled outside your
agency .
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Date:

*AY&9!5j®
Transmit the following In .

AIRTELVjo.

.5 \

ACTING DIRECTOR, FBI

8UBJECT:

8AC, CHICAGO

iH*^WLE fr%ka-VKLIJAw POOLE
£11 - KOI

(157T5366)

Re Phoenix airtel to Ac ting Director.
Chicago, 5/17/73, and report of S41I
copy Phoenix, at Chicago dated 5/22/73. c - ^

- Referenced report under leads referred to Phoenix
airtel to the Acting Director, carbon copy Chicago, dated
April 30. 197a. titled NATION OF ISLAM. EM - HOI^^hich

Chicago airtel to the Acting Director, carbon copy
Phoenix r titled ., "ELIJAH POOLE, AKA, EM - KOI," dated May 8,
1973, requested^HMkbe recontacted and ascertain if the
name ABDUL MOHAMMAD is correctly referred to as being an
alias of ELIJAH MUHAMMAD as Chicago has bad no inforaation
»hich mould indicate subject has ever used that name.
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Referenced Phoenix alrtel dated May 17, 1973,
reflects a review of the report of the Illinois Legislative
Investigating Commission reflects information that ABDUL
MOHAMMAD is an alias for ELIJAH MUHAMMAD and was obtained

Referenced airtel also enclosed the referenced
report dated April 18, 1973. A review of same reflects:

Based on the above, it is apparent ABDUL MOHAMAD
is not an alias of subject, but is merely a mistake. Zt is
not being added to the title.

All available data regarding NOI plans to build
in Phoenix have been made available to Phoenix over the
past several years. It would appear any building plans
would require a city permit* It is suggested Phoenix may
desire to make contact with appropriate city of Phoenix
officials to alert them in the event the KOI applies for
permits to remodel or build in that city.



W % , FBI ^
Deter JUN15W?

Transmit the following in _

AIRTEL
(Typr in plaintext or code)

1
FROM:

SUBJECT:

C.

ACTING DIRECTOR, TBI (25-330971)

SAC, CHICAGO (157-5375)

NATION OF ISLAM
EM-NOI

Re Chicago teletyoc to the Bureau and New York
'dated e/8/73.

Enclosed for the Bureau and New York are
ten and two copies of a letterhead memorandum (LHM) relating
to Kuwait and Libya possibly giving the NOI oil tankers
to transport oil to the United States and to a possible
visit by Colonel QUAPDAFI, President of Libya, to the United
Nations in the near future and, at that time, possibly
meeting with ELIJAH MUHAMMAD in New York City.

(aX Buroau (Lncls. 10). (RM)
(1 - 105-194230 Sub 9-7)/ (ARAB ACTIVITIES IN U.S.)
(1 - 105^24022) (ELIJAH&CUHAUMAD)

2 - New York (Ends. 2) (Info) (RM)
(1 - 105- ) (ARAB ACTIVITIES IN U. S.)
(1 - 1S7-5133) (NATION OF ISLAM) ^ ^tf^S^ "

4
idttllflBHHHBHHHIIV "not r£corde*>

(1 - 157-53CG) (ELIJAH MWIAMMA1T) W^JUN^S *973

(1 - 10.^22755) (ARAD aCTIVITILS IN V. S.)
*hf — .

Special Agent in Cha/gc-
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KATION OF ISLAM - ' fP\ .

There is no indication, at present, the KOI has §fv;
T

.

received a further loan Iron Libya. The KOI. is, however. V '*f?
continuing to try to borrow Money from Libya or from *>,^ &
any other country or person it feels would loan them money.

The Nation of Islam is an all-black nationwide
organization headquartered at Muhammad's Temple 2,
7351 South Stony Island Avenue, Chicago, Illinois,
under tin guidance of Elijah Muhammad, self-styled
"Messenger of Allah" and only divinely appointed
leader of the black race in the United States. Its
purpose in separation of the black man from the
"devil" (white race) through establishment of a black
nation. Followers are instructed to obey the
laws of the land if they do not conflict with NOI
Jaws and not to carry weapons but are to defend
KOI officials, their property, women and themselves
i* attacked at all costs and are to take weapons
away from their attackers and use same on the
attacker.



1-

ACIHO DIRECTOR, FBI <2$-33097l)

8AC, CHICAGO <l£T-$37^

MATIOH OP ISLAM

Be 8prlngfl«ld letter to Chicago dated

of .'J
IAD and ~ *

. A/)
Eneloaed for the Bureau are 9 obpiee

Letterhead Menorandun relating to ELIJAH MUHAMMAD
the Nation of Zalan being commended by the 1973 Seaaion
of the 7^th General Assembly, State of Illinois* for
hla eonuunlty programs in Chicago.

the identity of the Special Agent conducting the
investigation in Springfield la not available*

^S^o5-2^22
9
{KSjAH^bHAMKAl>

)

1
I

fiO*
25 \W

65JUN281WS



ft K.^, IW. Refrr m

TATKS l>tl'%RTMKNT O'

PFDEKAL Ul'MEAl OV INVESTIGATION

Chicago, Illinois
June 19, 1973

NATION OF ISLAM
It-

A review of tho Legislative Synopsis and -

Digest of the 1973 Session of the Seventy-eighth General
Assembly, State of Illinois (Ho. 18), Volume II* Action
on all Bills and Resolutions Received through May 31

»

1973* published by the Legislative Reference Bureau,
Loren II . Bobbitt, Executive Secretary, reflects that
on May 2$, 1973* Senate Resolution 17©, was "offered
and adopted".

Senate Resolution 176 was offered by Mr.
Newhouse, not further identified. This resolution
reads as follows

:

"Commends the Honorable Elijah Muhammad
and his organization for a distinct, positive
community program in the South Shore area of
the City of Chicago and Le Roy Hilliard for 11

his architectural supervision."
(Special Agent, FBI, 6/73)

The Nation of Islam (NOI) is an all black
f nationwide organization headquartered at

Muhammad's Temple 2, 73£l South Stoney Island
.Avenue, Chicago, Illinois, under the guidance
of Elijah Muhammad, self-styled "Messenger of
Allah" and only divinely appointed leader of
the black race in the United States. Its
purpose is separation of the black wan from
the "devil" (White race) through establishment
of a black nation. Followers are instructed

- '• * r-'Ff)

ALU
"

documentcbntains neither recommendations nor conclusions
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed
ou-side your agency.





TO : ACTING DIRECTOR, FBI (25-330971)

FROM : SAC, CHICAGO (157-5375)

SUBJECT: NATION OF ISLAM
EM-NOI

Enclosed are 10 copies of an LHM relating
to NOI efforts to obtain a loan from Libya. \

4>
CARBON COPJGture.au (Encl 10) (RM) Q

105-24822 ELIJAH MUHAMMAD
105-194289 Sub 9-7 Arab Activities in U

ELIJAH MUHAMMAD -~F \
fcl - 105-28755 Arab Activities in U.S. 27 |S73



O-.:.. ....

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Mm Jbpfr. Man* Jtytr*

CG 157-5375

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Chicago, Illinois 60604

JUN 201973

The NOI is an all-black nationwide -organization
headquartered at Muhammad's Temple 2, 7351 South, Stony
Island Avenue, Chicago, Illinois, under the guidance of
Elijah Muhammad, self-styled "messenger of Allah" and only
divinely appointed leader of the black race in the United

* States. Its purpose is separation of the black man from the
"devil" (white race) through establishment of a black nation.
Followers are instructed to obey the laws of the land if they
do not conflict with NOI laws and not to carry weapons but are
to defend NOI officials, their property, women and themselves If
attacked at all costs and are to take weapons away from their'^.'f

:

•

attackers and use same on the attacker, j^g^^
THIS DOCUMENT CONTAINS NEITHER l8%&fiW>ATI0NS NOR CONCLUSIONS C? THE
FPI. IT fs"THE PROPERTY OF THE FBI AM) IS LOANED"" TO YOUR AGENCY;
IT AND ITS CONTENTS ARE NOT TO BE DISTRIBUTED OUTSIDE YOUR AGENCY

.



Transmit tba followiaa in -

Via AIRTEL .

15D FIELD OFFICES
--- —

' aSTHSSP-SY jriTTTfflT -_ i
V-:rV.-^ SLIP(S) 0F_

::-:43
: ;.

• .-

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (105-24822)

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (157-5366)

SUBJECT: ELIJAlAoOLE,
EM-NOI Ck&)

Rebuairtel to all offices dated 5/22/73 titled, J jTW/f
"KEY EXTREMIST PROGRAM. EXTREMIST MATTERS." and report #*•
of SA^

RECOMMENDATIONS

ated 5/22/73 at Chicago. ALL 1ST .IKED

ELIJAH POOLE, commonly known as ELISAH MUHAMMAB, |>e

deleted from the Key Extremist Program but retained on the ADEX.

BASIS
f

. ELIJAH MUHAMMAD, a 75-year old black male, is leader
of the Nation of Islam being the self-proclaimed Messenger -of

Allah and only divinely appointed leader of the black man in
North America. .. ^ 1

~"

-
•' ;

' •

"' ' ' " -V^-- -
"

MUHAMMAD'S teachings proclaim the white man Is the -\

devil, Christianity is the whtte man's religion, and the =

United States Government is the white man's Government. He
teaches the white man, Christianity and the United States r^i ;

Government J^JU^Jbe. destroyed by Allah In the forthcoming n
•

War of through the forces of nature, the use 6§
floods, snow, hail, fire, etc. There is no evidence MUHAMMAD^
" as encouraged his followers to arm themselves or has urg



CG 157-5366 Hi
"0- ^ ^-^s^^^r

"

his followers to attempt £o overthrow the (krrernoentj-
by force or violence. He does teach bit followers Jt#~
fight back if attacked and If the attacker is jtrmtag\%
to take the weapon and use same on him. Ihese teachlTr

have resulted In violence between the NOI and^ lt| ^<4lasiy.<

members and/or adversaries resulting In tsa* and,
-In. one Instance. . .an .

openjrlot#1 .£ % r

X ^ MUHAMMAD emphasizes formatlon of aMfcdt

^

Nation within a Nation, He *2r£e« his followers td„

more economically minded and to establish their own bujiness^
xme of the basic precepts of the HOI which, seemingly is. jaore

economic orientated than it Is religious. ^" -^ :S ^f"4"#^|j^T?^i

MUHAMMAD* s teachings remain basically constant,
mas appeared infrequently ^MJjAMMAD'* Temple 2 during the past
year during which time he mmmWI the statements previously -/

made by him. Articles by him appear weekly In "Muhammad U^frt

Speaks" newspaper;* however, it is noted these articles for?j:he
past several years have been reprints of articles written % ^
'by him several years ago.-^^ -^.4^,^ '^M^^M^^0^

'. '." \ > : - . -S^-^fepi^V '

It is not felt, based on the above, MUHAMMAD.'* r\
.fits the criteria for the Key Extremist Program. It Is felt.;-":

he should be retained on the APEX. iv

?

-Sz^ :£ '^S&M^ti*:



Tot MAC, Chic*

VL1JAH POOU, 9k*U - VOX
CUT BXTHMIR)

57-5366)

CV . VsCOeirtel t/IS/tS, vbleh rKPwndid subject's deletion
as a Sty Ixtrealst CB),« r ; : .

. v •

i '^.
;_v,: : :

Although subject is 70 years old, be is the undisputed
bead of Vation of Islas (VOX)* Tour import dated A/22/73, eoncera-
ing subject, revealed ha formulates and/or approves all VOX teachings,
policies aad programs. In addition, tba VOX is tho largest and Moot
disciplined black extremist or separatist group in tfas country.

Wor tba abort reasons, subJset Is sot btlag deleted aa a
'

Xnsura your offlea eoapllte with instructions stt forth In
•ureau alrtal a/22/73, captioned "Say Ixtrealst Prograa, Extremist
attars," Ton should promptly famish tht Burtau with tba data
callad for eonctrnlng oach individual O usdtr item XXX on pagt 1
of auch alrtal.

Tou art also reminded that tba a/22/73 alrtal instructed
that rtports on Sty Ixtremists ara to ba rtgularly subjalttod ovary
90 days.

.

M*WHA:meg n

Subject is head of VOX, and despite his age. Is
$ta .'Absolute leader, as a result, be should continue as
s Kfc. The 5/22/73 Bureau airtel referred to above Instructed

^ZZthat Information concerning eight topics should be furnished
~' tip* BiiTAau bv airtel under caption of individual KEs.

JMAll£D22

JUL1 01973



Be Bureau airtel to SAC, Albany, and all Field „ ,

Offices dated 5/22/73, titled, "KEY EXTREMIST PROGRAM,
EXTREMIST MATTERSj" Bureau airtel to Chicago dated 7/11/73.

Beferenced airtel dated 5/22/73 requests answers
to questions set forth therein by number. These answers
are: •

• • ....... -.
; -.f^

" appropriate aohtcibj .V.---

*

*• AHD FIELD OFFICES . K"
- - advised ptroutisq

f

*• Tes. _ ^/gip(sj o?_

'usr

• Bureau (RM)
1 - 157-8415

2 - Chicago





UNITED STATEjO^dT (
WMENT

: DIRECTOR, FBI (105-34822)
CATTK: IDENTIFICATION DIVISIOK)

'• SAC, CHICAGO <157-5366) (P)
1

wbjbct: SLIJAH^OOLI, aka ^ '

.

date: f ^

ELIJAH MUHAMMAD has FBI ffunber 2 759 Moi/*^*^/,

It is requested a copy of MUHAMMAD fingerprints
be Included In the Single Fingerprint File, latent -
Fingerprint Section, of the Identification Division. <5t*7V'v

REC-51

4 JUL 25 1973

IIP

> Bureau (BM)
• Chicago
'-/f7.y2f/

^"K I -
v
:s'i2ir.

•

Bsj 17.5". £m*0£j Bm& Ztffdmiy 9* tbt Pmynll Stvingt Tim

mmmmm



DIRECTOR, FBI (105-24822)

SAC, CHICAGO (157-5366)

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT: ELIJAlAoOLE, aka Qi
EM KOI (KEy EXTREMIST) V^JW 1

The Bureau is requested to consider contacting

Internal Revenue Service on a high level and advising Chicago

of developments in this re^gj-d^flm^ ff&77A S^-^
</ft̂ ^~<?l. >
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

FOIPA DELETED PAGE INFORMATION SHEET

%. . Page(s) withheld entirely at this location in the file. One or more of the following statements, where .

indicated, explain this deletion.

53 Deleted under exemption^) with no Begregafale

material available for release to you.

Q Information pertained only to a third party with no reference to you or the subject of your request.

O Information pertained only to a third party. Your name is listed in the title only.

Documents) originating with the following government agency(ies)

_ , was/were forwarded to them for direct response to you.

Page(s) referred for consultation to the following government agencyties); .

be advised of availability upon return of the material to the FBI.

Page(s) withheld for the following reason(s):

. as the information originated with them. Yon will

O For your information:

O The following number iB to be used for reference regarding these pages:



Transmit thi*feilt»ring in .

Vio
"

1TBTKI. -'^W^t*

/7>pe i* flatmuxt or

DIRBCTOB, 1BX (162-3491) (105-24822)

FEOM: SAC, CHICAGO (100-51009) (157-

SUBJECT: flj
SEW LEFT, BLACK AMD ETHNIC

SUJAH TOOLS,
SM-HOX . v*

Be Bureau alrtel to Albany and all offices dated
[7/5/73, titleJBJBJBJBJBjB^^
Lnew left, BLACnWWTTOcTSTraBfBK^

Referenced alrtel instructed that current telephone ^ ;

_

Inusbere of Key Extremists be forwarded the Bureau by alrtel Jf^£ /
J by 8/2/73 under the caption of this conmunication; ''that J^^lf ^i* —

,55^ [nuabere not previously entered be forwarded by FD-450, \J \
iCVa
r^fl It has been ascertained ELIJAH POOLE, cononly ^
>£T known as ELIJAH MOHAMMAD, leader of the Ration of Xsla
*

I

who resides » AOAn c~"*u - /n.«„«~~ sssi

u .ww- .-4.--' *-* - * - - {

tjf <?: SSSo** rl |EC-If /Of-^HU0^^^

r-V"0^ -
•"

" 4S&SH

Approved: all:
Special




